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ABSTRACT: Analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 sequence revealed a multibasic furin
cleavage site at the S1/S2 boundary of the spike protein distinguishing this virus
from SARS-CoV. Furin, the best-characterized member of the mammalian
proprotein convertases, is an ubiquitously expressed single pass type 1
transmembrane protein. Cleavage of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein by furin
promotes viral entry into lung cells. While furin knockout is embryonically lethal,
its knockout in differentiated somatic cells is not, thus furin provides an exciting
therapeutic target for viral pathogens including SARS-CoV-2 and bacterial
infections. Several peptide-based and small-molecule inhibitors of furin have
been recently reported, and select cocrystal structures have been solved, paving
the way for further optimization and selection of clinical candidates. This
perspective highlights furin structure, substrates, recent inhibitors, and crystal
structures with emphasis on furin’s role in SARS-CoV-2 infection, where the
current data strongly suggest its inhibition as a promising therapeutic
intervention for SARS-CoV-2.

■ INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the new millennium, three coronavi-
ruses (CoVs) have crossed the species barrier to cause
outbreaks of deadly pneumonia in humans: severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in 2002,
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV)
in 2012, and the novel SARS-CoV-2 in 2019.1−3 These
zoonotic pathogens belong to the betacoronavirus genus.3

Other coronaviruses infecting humans include alphacoronavi-
ruses HCoV-NL63 and HCoV-229E and betacoronaviruses
HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-HKU1 that are endemic in humans
causing upper respiratory tract infections with common cold
symptoms.4 SARS-CoV infected around 8000 individuals
causing about 770 deaths and MERS-CoV was detected in a
total of 2494 individuals claiming 858 lives.5,6 On the other
hand, SARS-CoV-2 has resulted in >180 million infections and
>4 million deaths worldwide as of July 9, 2021.7 These three
highly pathogenic viruses are believed to originate in bats and
were shown to be spilled over to humans via species jumping
through some intermediate host.8 Dromedary camels and palm
civets represent the intermediate hosts for zoonotic trans-
mission of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV.9 SARS-CoV-2
intermediate host remains unknown though some researchers
hypothesize that pangolin may act as SARS-CoV-2 inter-
mediate host.10 Future zoonotic transmission events are
expected to continue based on the recurrent spillovers of
coronaviruses in humans coupled with the fact that bats harbor
the largest number of known coronaviruses.11,12 While most of
COVID-19 cases are mild or even asymptomatic, an excessive
immune response characterized as a “cytokine storm” may

contribute in some COVID-19 cases to the development of
pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), systemic inflammation, multiple organ damage, and
excessive blood coagulation that may lead to life-threatening
conditions in severe cases.13−16 To date, there are no effective
therapies against any of these coronaviruses. Several vaccines
based on various technologies have recently been authorized
for emergency use against COVID-19.17 The current data
suggest that these vaccines are very safe and efficacious.
However, the effectiveness of these vaccines in patients with
impaired immune systems and the degree of protection
conferred are still unknown, and the protective effect of the
vaccination on a global level is not expected to be achievable in
the near future. Additionally, the development of variants,
some of which may evade vaccine-derived immunity, is also of
concern. Thus, effective antiviral drugs are still needed, and
ultimately, in case of new emerging coronavirus pandemics, the
availability of such treatments would constitute a powerful
antiviral armory, independent of immunity. Tremendous
research effort is ongoing to identify and validate potential
targets that could be exploited for novel therapeutics to treat
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Therapeutic targets related to viral
entry into the host cells and/or its replication are among the
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most extensively explored strategies to develop inhibitors.18,19

For entry into host cells, CoVs need to bind to cell surface
receptors, subsequently enter endosomes, and eventually fuse
viral and lysosomal membranes.18,20 Entry of CoVs into host
cells is mediated by its transmembrane spike glycoprotein (S)
that forms homotrimers on the viral cell surface (Figure
1).18,21−23 The S glycoprotein is comprised of two functional
subunits: S1 and S2. While distinct receptor-binding domains
(RBD) within the S1 subunit are used by different CoVs to
recognize a variety of attachment and entry receptors in the
host cells, the S2 subunit harbors the membrane fusion
machinery of the viral and host cellular membranes.22 The
boundary between S1 and S2 subunits of the viral S
glycoprotein needs to be proteolytically cleaved, and this
results in what is known as the “prefusion conformation” where
the cleaved subunits remain noncovalently bound.22 In all
CoVs, subsequent cleavage of the S glycoprotein by host
proteases at a site (S2′) located upstream to the fusion peptide
has been proposed to result in extensive irreversible conforma-
tional changes that ultimately activate the S2 subunit for
membrane fusion.18,19,21−26 MERS-CoV S domain A (SA)

recognizes nonacetylated sialosides attachment receptors to
promote subsequent binding of the S domain B (SB) to
dipeptidyl-peptidase 4 (DDP4) as an entry receptor, whereas
both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 interact with angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) via SB to enter host cells.18,19,23

The spike protein of MERS-CoV was previously shown to be
activated by a two-step sequential process: cleavage at the S1/
S2 site by the host serine protease furin in infected cells that is
required for subsequent surface serine protease TMPRSS2-
mediated cleavage at the S2′ site.27 While SARS-CoV entry
into the host cells does not require proteolytic cleavage by
furin at S1/S2 boundary, TMPRSS2 and other host proteases
(e.g., lysosomal cathepsins B/L) are among the host proteases
that process its S protein probably at S2′ in lung cells.28,29

TMPRSS2 is a type II transmembrane serine protease that
cleaves at single arginine or lysine residues, at the so-called
monobasic cleavage sites.30,31 This enzyme is widely expressed
in the epithelial cells of the respiratory, urogenital, and
gastrointestinal tracts but with no definite physiological role.31

TMPRSS2-deficient mice lack a distinct phenotype suggesting
functional redundancy.32 TMPRSS2 was previously identified

Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of SARS-CoV-2. (B) Domain structure of SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein: N-terminal domain (NTD), receptor-
binding domain (RBD), fusion peptide (FP); transmembrane domain (TM); intracellular domain (IC), and S1/S2 and S2′ protease cleavage sites
are highlighted. (C) Alignment of SARS-CoV-2 S1/S2 furin cleavage site with other human coronaviruses. A conserved arginine residue (Arg685 in
SARS-CoV-2) and the sequences of the basic furin cleavage sites are bold. (D) Timeline of furin-related discoveries.
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to cleave the surface glycoprotein HA of human influenza A
viruses and activate the fusion proteins of a number of other
respiratory viruses, as well as human parainfluenza viruses, and
CoVs, including SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV in vitro.24,33 On
the other hand, furin, the best-characterized member of the
mammalian proprotein convertases, is an ubiquitously ex-
pressed multidomain calcium-dependent single pass type 1
transmembrane protein.34−36 Furin can proteolytically cleave a
large array of >400 substrates including bacterial toxins and
viral coat proteins during their transport along the secretory
pathway at multibasic motifs of the preferred consensus
sequence Arg-X-Arg/Lys-Arg↓ (R-X-R/K-R↓).34−36 Sequence
analysis of SARS-CoV-2 revealed a furin cleavage site (FCS) in
its S glycoprotein at the boundary between the S1/S2 subunits
(Q677TNSPRRAR↓SVAS689).

23,25,26 In addition to SARS-
CoV-2 and MERS-CoV, furin cleavage sequences were found
in human coronaviruses OC43 and HKU1 but not in SARS-
CoV and other related group 2b betacoronaviruses (Figure
1).23,26 Analysis of thousands of SARS-CoV-2 sequences
derived from COVID-19 patients showed low frequencies of
natural mutants that harbor deletions at the FCS suggesting
selective pressure to conserve FCS for in vivo transmission, yet
not necessarily in vitro depending on the characteristics of the
cell line.37−39 The origin of the furin cleavage site in SARS-
CoV-2 is a point of active research since its closest relatives,
the bat isolate RaTG13 or the pangolin coronavirus, lack this
site.10,23,25,26,40 Ongoing research suggests that the furin
cleavage site within the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 may
provide “gain-of-function”, at least in part, for the fusion of the
virus and host cell membranes upon entry into the host cell
(infectivity) compared to other lineage B human betacor-
onaviruses.25,26,41 Furin cleavage at the S1/S2 boundary
appears critical to expose the RBD within the spike, facilitating
its binding to ACE2 and the secondary cleavage of the S2′ site,
facilitating membrane fusion. Similar to MERS-CoV, precleav-
age by furin at the S1/S2 site in SARS-CoV-2 was shown to be
mandatory for TMPRSS2 subsequent cleavage, which in turn is
essential for viral entry into lung cells.26,37,41 Activation by
TMPRSS2 was suggested to be critical for robust spread of
SARS-CoV-2 in the lung since it enables the endosome-
independent virus entry and protects the virus from the
antiviral activity of the interferon-induced transmembrane
(IFITM) proteins, reducing SARS-CoV-2 sensitivity to innate
immune restriction.37,42 Thus, FCS seems to endow SARS-
CoV-2 with a selective advantage in lung cells and primary
human airway epithelial cells, but impairs replication in Vero
E6, a cell line used for passaging SARS-CoV-2 that normally
does not have high expression levels of TMPRSS2.37

Correlating with the efficient cell entry of SARS-CoV-2
compared to SARS-CoV S protein, the RBD within its S
protein was shown to bind with higher affinity to human
ACE2.18,21 Paradoxically, the full length SARS-CoV-2 spike
was reported to have comparable or lower binding affinity for
ACE2 compared to that of SARS-CoV spike.18 Furthermore,
SARS-CoV-2 RBD was suggested to be less exposed than
SARS-CoV.18 The high binding affinity of the RBD to ACE2,
furin preactivation of the S protein, and hidden RBD in the
spike cumulatively contribute to efficient SARS-CoV-2 cell
entry and the potential to evade immune surveillance.18

Interestingly, the C-terminal polybasic R682RAR685 sequence
on the S1 subunit, generated by furin-mediated cleavage of the
full-length precursor S glycoprotein, was shown to allow the
virus to bind the transmembrane neuropilin-1 receptors acting

as entry cofactors, enhancing infectivity.43 In addition to
exploiting furin to gain entry into the host cell, SARS-CoV-2
may utilize the endogenous furin to cleave the S protein in the
trans-Golgi network (TGN) right after virion assembly
(virulence).44 Moreover, the insertion of amino acids at the
S1/S2 furin cleavage site of SARS-CoV-2 was suggested to
create three potential unique N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc)
O-glycosylation sites not predicted for the S protein of the bat
or pangolin coronavirus.1 Up to 20 different GalNAc
transferases with different partially overlapping substrate
specificities can catalyze the attachment of GalNac to serine
and threonine residues, and elongated O-glycan chains are
subsequently created by other glycosyltransferases.4546 Since
sites of O-glycosylation are cell-type dependent and would
affect processing of the virus, this might affect cell tropism and
consequently the virulence of SARS-CoV-2.26,47 Human furin
gene was discovered and sequenced in 1986, followed by its
mouse homologue in 1990 (Figure 1).48,49 In 1992, furin was
purified and characterized in CHO cells, and monoclonal
antibodies were produced to better study its function.50,51 In
1993, the involvement of furin in HIV-1 membrane fusion and
activation of diphtheria toxin was described.52−54 Homology
model of the catalytic domain of furin was created, and the
covalent peptidylchloromethylketone inhibitors were shown to
inhibit processing of viral glycoproteins in 1994.55,56 The
embryonic lethality of furin was reported in 1998, and the
crystal structure of mouse furin homologue was solved in
2003.57,58 The identification of the nonpeptide guanidinilated
2,5-dideoxystreptamine inhibitors of furin was a significant
discovery in 2006.59 Eight years later, the first crystal structure
of human furin was solved, and its involvement in processing of
the S protein in MERS-CoV was reported.60 Recently, the
discovery of a furin cleavage site in SARS-CoV-2 in 2020
focused a spotlight on this enzyme (Figure 1). Herein, we
review furin structure, function, substrates, recent inhibitors,
and crystal structures with emphasis on furin’s role in SARS-
CoV-2 infection.

■ FURIN
Furin (EC: 3.4.21.75), also known as dibasic-processing
enzyme, paired basic amino acid residue-cleaving enzyme
(PACE), and proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin 3
(PCSK3), is a 794 amino acid calcium-dependent ubiquitous
proprotein convertase (PC).34,36,61−63 Proprotein convertases
are a group of multidomain mammalian endoproteases that
feature a catalytic subtilisin-like serine protease domain.64

Furin is encoded by the FURIN gene (also known as FUR,
PACE, and PCSK3) located in the upstream region of the
oncogene FES on chromosome 15 (chr15:90,868,588-
90,883,458 (GRCh38/hg38)) and hence was named FUR
(FES Upstream Region), and the transcribed protein is named
furin.65 The PC family is comprised of 9 members
(Supplemental Table 1).64 Furin and six other members of
the family, PC2, PC1/3, PC4, paired basic amino acid cleaving
enzyme 4 (PACE4), PC5/6, and PC7, are capable of cleaving
proproteins having the general (Arg/Lys)Xn(Arg/Lys)↓ (R/
K)Xn(R/K)↓ consensus motif (n = 0, 2, 4, and 6, X represents
any amino acid, and “↓” indicates the scissile peptide
bond).66,67 Furin preferentially recognizes Arg-X-Arg/Lys-
Arg↓-X as its highly sequence-specific substrate cleavage
consensus motif.34 Proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin
type 9 serine protease (PCSK9) and PC site-1 protease
(S1P) also known as PCSK8 represent PC members with
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nonbasic cleavage motifs.64 The ubiquitously expressed S1P
preferentially cleaves following the branched hydrophobic
amino acids leucine, valine, or isoleucine, and secreted PCSK9
exists as an enzymatically inactive zymogen with its inhibitory
propeptide and is implicated in cholesterol homeostasis.64

Furin shuttles from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the
TGN through the endosomal system. An initial autocatalytic
processing event takes place in the ER, whereas the second
autocatalytic event takes place in the TGN, to produce the
catalytically competent enzyme.34,57,68 Furin mRNA is highly
expressed in many tissues including liver, lung, placenta, and
salivary gland (GTEx Analysis Release V8 dbGaP Accession
phs000424.v8.p2). The protein expression is ubiquitous, and
neuroendocrine, liver, gut, and brain are among the top tissues
where furin is highly expressed (Supplemental Figure 1).
Furin-like PCs, PACE4, PC5, and PC7, are also widely
expressed, whereas the expression of other PCs is more
restricted.69,70 PC members differ in the length and structure
of their C-terminal cytoplasmic tails that contain variable
intrinsic sorting signaling sequences guiding the trafficking and
residences of the PC protein within the secretory pathways.
Furin, PC5B, and PC7 recycle between the TGN and the cell
surface, whereas PACE4, PC5A, and PCSK9 are mainly found
on cell surface structure.69,70 Only furin, PACE4, PC5/6, PC7,
and S1P are reported to be involved in catalytic protein
activation events of viral infections.69 Consistent with the wide
or ubiquitous expression of these PCs, they are responsible for
most of the processing events within the constitutive secretory
pathway and endosomes. PC knockout mice show variable
phenotypes (Supplemental Table 1).69 Thus, each PC member
seems to fulfill some unique processing events and/or
functions in vivo.64 Nevertheless, a certain degree of functional
redundancy, complementarity, or nonreciprocal functions
appears to exist between these PCs during adulthood.64 For
excellent detailed reviews about PC family members and their
structures and substrate specificities, see refs 64, 69, 71, and 72.
Furin Structure. Furin is a single polypeptide comprising

an N-terminal signal peptide, inhibitory prodomain, catalytic
endopeptidase domain, P domain, and cysteine-rich domain

(CRD) and C-terminal cytoplasmic domain (Figure 2).34 The
81 amino acid prodomain acts as an intramolecular chaperone
guiding proper folding, activation, and transport of furin.
Asp153, His194, and Ser368 residues within the catalytic
domain of furin form the catalytic triad that is highly conserved
in the subtilisin-like family of proteins including all PC family
members.68,73,74 As seen with most proteases, two H-bonds are
formed from the enzyme’s residues to the oxyanion of the
substrate. In furin, the action of the catalytic triad is
complemented by the side chain amide of Asn295 and the
backbone amino of the active site Ser368 serving as an
oxyanion hole (Figures 2 and 3).74 The catalytic domains of
the other PCs are 54−70% identical in amino acid sequence to
furin.34 The activity of the catalytic domain is regulated by the
P domain through pH modulation and calcium-dependent

Figure 2. Domain structure of furin showing signal peptide (gray), prodomain (red), catalytic domain (cyan), P domain (gold), CRD (pink),
transmembrane domain (green), and cytoplasmic domain (brown). Select residues are featured and colored according to their respective domain.
Autocatalytic cleavage sites: Arg75 and Arg107 (circles); catalytic triad: Asp153, His194, and Ser368 (square); oxyanion hole: Asn295 (hexagon)
and Asn387; potential glycosylation sites: Asn440 and Asn553 (pentagon); post-translational phosphorylation sites: Ser773 and Ser775
(rhomboidal). The image was created using Illustrator for Biological Sequences, IBS.82

Figure 3. 3D structure of the catalytic and P domains of furin
(apoprotein PDB: 5JXG).74 The catalytic and P domains are shown in
cyan and gold, respectively. Asp153, His194, and Ser368 (catalytic
triad) are shown in green stick representation, and Asn295 (oxyanion
hole) is in magenta. The three calcium and a sodium ion are shown as
brown and orange spheres, respectively.
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autoproteolytic processing.34,69,75 The P domain, a domain of
∼150 residues located immediately downstream of the catalytic
domain, is a distinctive characteristic of members of the PC
family.76 Interestingly, the P domain appears to be named as
such because it is essential for the proteolytic activity of
furin.57,75,76 Moreover, the P domain contains an Arg498-
Gly499-Asp500 (RGD) integrin binding motif that appears to
be essential for enzymatic activity (Figure 2).73 The C-terminal
of the P domain is thought to be at or close to the conserved
Thr573, marking the point of sequence divergence among the
PCs.73 Furin, PC5, and PACE4 contain a conserved cysteine-
rich domain that functions as an anchor to cell surface and
interacts with the tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases
(TIMPs).69,74,77 Furin and TIMPs have regulatory functions
on an increasing number of important matrix metalloprotei-
nases (MMPs), and their interactions appear to be involved in
controlling the remodeling of extracellular matrix in a number
of disease conditions such as cancer and atheroscelerosis.78−80

The transmembrane domain anchors the cytoplasmic domains
of furin, PC5B, PC7, and S1P in the membrane structure of the
constitutive exocytic pathway.69 Finally, the cytoplasmic
domain of furin allows for both efficient internalization from
the plasma membrane and rapid trafficking from the plasma
membrane to the TGN.34 A multistep, compartment-specific
pair of cleavages in the prodomain is crucial for the proper
folding of furin’s catalytic site to yield the functionally active
enzyme.34,81 Furin cleaves its own prodomain twice at
sequences in a manner consistent with the consensus motif
of the cleavage site.34 First, in the neutral pH medium of the
ER, a rapid cut (t1/2 = 10 min) is made after Arg107 is located
in the consensus furin cleavage site (R104TKR107↓), at the
border of the catalytic domain.34 The excised propeptide
remains noncovalently associated with furin and functions as

an autoinhibitor.34 The autoinhibition is lifted when the
second intramolecular cleavage occurs within the mildly acidic
TGN/endosomal system.34 This second slower cut (t1/2 ≈ 105
min) takes place following Arg75 in the prodomain sequence
(R70GVTKR75↓) during trafficking of the propeptide-furin
complex.34 Upon release of its prodomain fragment, the
endoprotease activity of furin is unmasked, enabling functional
processing of substrates in a trans fashion.34 Furin is active at a
broad pH range; between pH 5 and 8 furin retains >50% of its
enzymatic activity, depending on the substrate to be
processed.34

The three-dimensional (3D) structure of the unliganded
form of the catalytic and P domains of furin (PDB: 5JXG)
(Figure 3) shows a similar arrangement to bacterial subtilisin,
where the catalytic domain core consists of a highly twisted β-
sheet composed of eight β-strands, seven of which are parallel
(Cβ1−Cβ7) and one is antiparallel (Cβ8) that is flanked by a
total of seven helices, five adjacent (Cα2−Cα6) and two
peripheral (Cα1 and Cα7), and by two β-hairpin loops (Figure
3).60,74 The P domain is organized as a separate eight-stranded
β-sandwich with a jellyroll-like β-barrel structure (Figure 3)
with β-strands Pβ1a (448−453), Pβ1b (459−460), Pβ8 (561−
573), Pβ3 (483−495), and Pβ6 (528−536) and opposing β-
strands Pβ2 (464−471)−Pβ7 (545−553), Pβ4 (501−506)
and Pβ5 (512−516).60 The P domain plays a major role in the
stabilization of the catalytic domain, which alone appears to be
thermodynamically unstable, by virtue of the interaction of
Pβ5 and Pβ6 strands at the edge of the P domain with various
large loops in the catalytic domain including Cβ5−Cα4, Cβ6−
Cβ7, Cβ7−Cβ8, and Cβ11−Cβ12.57,75,76 This is mediated via
a large hydrophobic surface as well as a number of electrostatic
salt bridge interactions.57

Figure 4. Three calcium binding sites (A−C) and sodium binding site (D) in the unliganded furin structure (PDB: 5JXG).74 Amino acids are in
stick display. Water molecules, calcium, and sodium ions are shown in red, brown, and gold spheres, respectively.
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Furin activity is strictly Ca2+-dependent, and three calcium
ions are bound per subunit.60,74 Although Ca2+ is not involved
in the catalytic cycle per se, all PCs require calcium for their
enzymatic activity by influencing the active-site geometry.60,74

The three calcium ions are located within the catalytic domain
where Ca2+ (I) is coordinated to the side chains of Asp115,
Asp162, Asn208, and to the backbone oxygens of Val205,
Val210, and Gly212. Ca2+ (II) is coordinated to Asp258,
Asp301, and Glu331 and Ca2+ (III) to Asp174, Asp179, and
Asp181 (Figure 4).
Only Ca2+ (II) and Ca2+ (III) ions are removed by addition

of the strong metal chelator EDTA, suggesting different
affinities of the three calcium binding sites with decreasing
affinities in the order of Ca2+ (I) > Ca2+ (II) > Ca2+ (III).74

Near the active site cleft, a Na+ binding site was identified
where Na+ ion is bound to the oxygen atoms of Thr309,
Ser311, Thr314, and Ser316 (Figure 4). Other structural
features of furin include three disulfide bonds, two within the
catalytic domain: Cys211 to Cys360 and Cys303 to Cys333
and one within the P domain (Cys450 to Cys474) (Figure
2).60 Disulfide bonds within the catalytic domain are required
for compartment-specific folding events based on mutagenesis
studies.83 Within furin’s cytoplasmic domain, two post-
translational phosphorylation sites at Ser773 and Ser775
together with a cluster of acidic amino acids (S773DSEEDE779)
are essential for its intracellular trafficking and localization to
the TGN through modulation of its phosphorylation state by
casein kinase II (CKII) (Figure 2).84 Mass spectrometric
analysis showed that furin exists in di-, mono-, and non-
phosphorylated forms in cells.84 Moreover, furin has three
potential glycosylation sites at Asn387, Asn440, and Asn553
and one predicted ubiquitination site at Lys748.85 Many
structural features of furin’s active site are reminiscent of
typical trypsin-like proteases. For example, the spatial
restrictions at and around the catalytic Ser368, the deep S1
pocket with affinity for basic amino acid side chains at P1, the
β-strand of the enzyme (Ser253-Gly255 in furin vs. Ser214-
Gly216 in trypsin), with antiparallel β-sheet-like H-bonds with
the peptide substrate and a typical hydrophobic tryptophan
(Trp254 in furin vs Trp215 in trypsin) at its center.74 Furin
seems to exist in a so-called “off-state” that is incompatible
with substrate binding.74 Ligand binding triggers the transition
from “off-state” to “on-state” and appears to be a prerequisite
for preferential recognition of the four-residue basic sequence
motif of furin substrates by the enzyme.74 The active site of the
enzyme contains an extended narrow canyon shaped substrate
binding groove that is lined up with many negatively charged
residues.60,74 The highly acidic character of the substrate
binding site explains the high binding affinity of positively
charged substrates and inhibitors.60,74,86,87

Furin Knockout and Mutations. Previous mouse knock-
out studies with different PCs show variable phenotypes
(Supplemental Table 1).69 Germ-line furin knockout mouse
studies validated an important role for furin in embryonic
development with embryonic lethality occurring between day
10.5 and 11.5 due to failure of ventral closure, loss of axial
rotation, and absence of chorioallantoic fusion.58 Deletion of
furin in endothelial cells resulted in cardiovascular defects,
including septal and valvular defects potentially linked to
impaired processing of transforming growth factor-β (TGF-
β).88 Contrary to its embryonic lethality, furin knockout in the
liver of adult mice was not lethal, and typical substrates of furin
were still being processed even though with reduced efficiency,

suggesting possible redundancy among the PCs during
adulthood.87 Moreover, conditional deletion of furin in T
cells allowed for normal development of these cells but caused
functional impairment of regulatory and effector T cells as a
consequence of diminished TGF-β signaling.89 The afore-
mentioned observations implicate the crucial role of furin in
TGF-β biology and the potential therapeutic use of furin
inhibitors for TGF-β-dependent diseases. Previous muta-
genesis studies showed that V72R or R75A prodomain
mutants resulted in the loss of catalytic activity and impaired
the propeptide second cleavage and removal.81 While V72R
showed abnormal accumulation in the early secretory pathway,
the R75A mutant showed normal trafficking to the Golgi
apparatus.81 The catalytic domain D153N mutation also
results in the loss of propeptide first cleavage, loss of catalytic
activity, and abnormal accumulation in the early secretory
pathway.81,90 The two disulfide bonds within the P domain
appear to be required for compartment-specific folding.83

Thus, the C211S and C360S mutants were found to be
localized to a post-ER compartment, with at least some of each
mutant protein moving into the Golgi apparatus.83 The C303S
and C333S mutants localize in the ER and exhibit no
autocatalytic propeptide excision.83 Finally, mutation of either
of the two phosphorylation sites Ser773 or Ser775 to alanine
slightly reduces phosphorylation of furin.84 Complete loss of
phosphorylation and abnormal accumulation in the early
secretory pathway was reported for the double mutants S773A
and S775A, whereas double phosphomimetic mutants S773D
and S775D increased localization in early endosomes.84 Furin
as a therapeutic target in SARS-CoV-2 has the potential
advantage of a low probability of compensating mutations that
may be expected with viral targets such as RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RdRp) or the viral proteases: 3-chymo-
trypsin-like protease (3CLpro) and papain-like protease
(PLpro).

■ SARS-COV-2 INFECTION AND FURIN
Furin and Viral Infections. Furin and furin-like PCs

process a variety of viral proteins required for viral entry and
propagation.69,91,92 For example, HIV-1 surface protein gp160
cleavage into gp120 and gp41 is required for the formation of
the envelope complex necessary for the virulence of HIV-1.54,93

The surface proteins of highly pathogenic H5N1 and H7N1
avian influenza viruses have also been implicated as potential
substrates for PCs.35,94 Furthermore, furin catalyzes premem-
brane protein cleavage of various flaviviruses including dengue,
West Nile, or Zika virus as well as the E2-E3 cleavage of the
Chikungunya virus.95−97 Interestingly, despite the previous
reports describing the perfect furin cleavage site in the
glycoprotein of Ebola virus, the furin proteolytic cleavage
seems dispensable for viral spread and pathogenesis since the
effect of furin inhibition is weak or nearly negligible for its
propagation.98−102

Furin Is Critical for SARS-CoV-2 Infection. Several
studies have suggested a critical role for the furin cleavage site
in SARS-CoV-2 using mutated pseudotype viruses ablating the
ability of the S protein to mediate cell−cell and virus−cell
fusion in a variety of cell lines including Vero E6, HEK293, or
Calu-3. Exchange of the S1/S2 site of SARS-CoV-2 against
those of SARS-CoV and RaTG13 or deletion of the multibasic
motif abrogate furin cleavage in vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV) pseudoparticles bearing S proteins.26 Interestingly, a
mutant with an optimized FCS featuring an alanine to lysine
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exchange and an additional arginine residue at the S1/S2 site
(Q677TNSRRRKR↓SVAS689) showed no increase in cleav-
ability.26 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
substrates were used to study the cleavage of SARS-CoV-2
S1/S2 site by furin in an enzyme kinetic assay.30 In agreement
with the previous finding, FRET substrate with an optimized
furin recognition site, where Ala was modified to Lys at the P2
position, was cleaved with similar efficiency compared to the
wild-type sequence whereas exchange of Ala with Arg relatively
enhanced cleavability by furin in vitro.30 Formation of
multinucleated giant cells (syncytia) increased in SARS-CoV-
2 spike mutant (Q677TNSRRRKR↓SVAS689), suggesting that
optimized S1/S2 sites in viral variants might show augmented
cell−cell spread and altered pathogenicity.26 Syncytia for-
mation by SARS-CoV-2 increased in the presence of
TMPRSS2 or trypsin, whereas deletion of the multibasic
consensus motif in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 resulted
in failure in syncytia formation even in the presence of trypsin
or TMPRSS2.26 As seen with MERS-CoV, processing of
SARS-CoV-2 S protein was blocked in a concentration-
dependent manner in the presence of covalent peptidomimetic
furin inhibitor.26 Blockade of SARS-CoV2 S cleavage at the
S1/S2 site abrogates entry into the TMPRSS2(+) Calu-3
human lung cell line with insufficient cathepsin B/L-dependent
S protein activation pathway, but has no effect on virus entry
into TMPRSS2(−) cathepsin B/L-dependent Vero E6 cells.26

In another study, SARS-CoV-2 S protein was shown to be
cleaved by endogenous furin in HEK293 cells transiently
transfected with a plasmid encoding SARS-CoV-2 S protein.30

Western blot analysis showed that both the uncleaved S
protein and the S2 subunit were detected in the absence of a
reversible peptidomimetic furin inhibitor, indicating that S is
cleaved by endogenous proteases at the S1/S2 site in HEK293
cells.30 Contrarily, S cleavage was efficiently prevented in the
presence of furin inhibitor but not in the presence of the
trypsin-like serine protease inhibitor aprotinin.30 Interestingly,
HEK293 cells transiently expressing TMPRSS2 showed two S
cleavage products correlating with S and S2′ in the absence of
furin inhibitor.30 The amount of S2′ protein in transient
TMPRSS2-expressing cells was similar in furin inhibitor
treated and untreated cells, suggesting that only TMPRSS2 is
responsible for S cleavage at the S2′ site.30 Furthermore,
spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection in Calu-3 human airway cells
was efficiently inhibited in a dose-dependent manner by either
aprotinin, TMPRSS2, or furin inhibitors but not by the
cathepsin inhibitor E64D, indicating that SARS-CoV-2
activation in these cells is independent of endosomal
cathepsins.30 Similar results were observed in human airway
organoids (hAOs), where FCS within SARS-CoV-2 S protein
was found to increase infectivity. Compared to SARS-CoV,
SARS-CoV-2 had faster entry into Calu-3 cells with more
frequent syncytia formation in hAOs.103 Moreover, the FCS
increased entry speed and plasma membrane serine protease
usage relative to cathepsin-mediated endosomal entry.103

While these studies point to the critical role of the “furin
cleavage site” for viral infection, the exclusive proteolytic
cleavage at S1/S2 site by furin cannot be robustly concluded
since both of the used furin inhibitors may act nonspecifically
on other furin-like PC members, especially in the case of the
covalent inhibitor. Using the murine leukemia virus (MLV)
pseudotyping system, Western blot analysis showed that SARS-
CoV-2 S protein was entirely processed at the S1/S2 site
during biosynthesis in HEK293 cells, presumably by furin in

the Golgi compartment, contrary to SARS-CoV S protein,
which was incorporated into pseudovirions largely uncleaved.23

A mutant of the S protein lacking the four amino acid residue
insertion and the furin cleavage site (Q677TILRYSVAS685) that
preserves only the conserved Arg685 in the wild-type SARS-
CoV-2 S sequence (Q677TNSPRRARYSVAS689) showed
higher transduction efficiency in Vero E6 cells, whereas an
opposite trend was observed in hACE2-expressing BHK
cells.23 This study speculated that FCS contributes putatively
to expanded tropism and/or enhanced transmission of SARS-
CoV-2 based on the ubiquitous expression of furin and other
PCs.23 Engineered SARS-CoV-2 mutants lacking the furin
cleavage site (ΔPRRA) showed faster kinetics and improved
fitness in Vero E6 cells with diminished spike protein
proteolytic processing compared to wild-type SARS-CoV-
2.104 On the other hand, the ΔPRRA mutant showed reduced
replication in Calu-3 cells, and attenuated replication was
evident in hamster and K18-hACE2 transgenic mouse models
of SARS-CoV-2.104 However, ΔPRRA replication was not
completely ablated, and substantial tissue damage was
observed in both models.104 Importantly, protection against
rechallenge with the wild-type SARS-CoV-2 was conferred by
ΔPRRA mutant.104 Furthermore, mutagenesis, protease
inhibition, and furin targeting small interfering RNA
(siRNA) were used to confirm that furin preactivation
enhances entry of replication-deficient lentiviruses pseudo-
typed with SARS-CoV-2 S protein into different types of
ACE2-expressing cell lines, including Calu-3 lung epithelial and
MRC-5 fibroblast cell lines.18 Interestingly, the S molecules on
the packaged SARS-CoV-2 pseudoviruses were still cleaved in
the presence of an inhibitor of MMPs that was used to rule out
the possibility that furin-dependent activation of MMPs is
responsible for the indirect activation of SARS-CoV-2 S during
packaging of the pseudoviruses.18 The importance of furin as
the sole protease responsible for S1/S2 cleavage was assessed
in an interesting paper where CRISPR-Cas9 knockout of furin
resulted in substantial reduction of S1/S2 cleavage and
diminished production of infectious SARS-CoV-2.105 How-
ever, loss of furin only reduced TMPRSS2-dependent cell−cell
fusion, in either donor or acceptor cells, compared to mutation
of the multibasic site that abolished syncytia formation
completely.105 Other studies suggested a less important role
for furin or furin cleavage site in SARS-CoV-2 infection. The
fusogenic capacity of the S protein, in the presence or absence
of exogenous trypsin or human airway trypsin-like protease
(HAT), was tested by transfer of both S and green fluorescent
protein genes into HEK293T cells to mimic viral fusion.106

The wild-type SARS-CoV-2 S protein and its nonfunctional
FCS mutants could both effectively mediate cell−cell fusion in
trypsin or HAT concentration-dependent manner.106 It is
worth mentioning that only high concentrations of trypsin
were capable of entirely recovering the fusogenic capacity of
SARS-CoV-2 S without FCS. The study inferred that the
potent fusogenic activity of SARS-CoV-2-S may be attributed
to structure and characteristics of the S protein rather than the
presence of FCS. Moreover, the authors concluded that FCS
may not be as critical as previously thought for the high fusion
capacity of SARS-CoV-2 in human airways, where HAT is
abundant; however, the ability of SARS-CoV-2 without FCS to
infect target cells with high efficiency in human airway still
needs more in vitro and in vivo evidence. In a retrospective
study, 103 strains of SARS-CoV-2 with various DNA
mutations were identified by analysis of 45828 SARS-CoV-2
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genome sequences in the GISAID database as of June 13,
2020.107 This analysis found 18 unique nonsynonymous point
mutations, one deletion, and six gains of premature stop codon
that may affect the furin cleavage site.107 Since all the
mutations were identified from live viral strains in COVID-
19 patients, the furin cleavage site was suggested not to be
required for SARS-CoV-2 entry to human cells in vivo.107

These mutants were speculated to represent a subgroup of
SARS-CoV-2 with diminished cellular tropism and trans-
missibility and were suggested to be experimentally tested as
potential live-attenuated vaccine candidates.107 Another study
utilized SARS-CoV-2 MLV pseudoparticles decorated with
SARS-CoV-2 viral envelope protein to study viral infectivity in
Calu-3 and Vero E6 cell lines as models of early and late viral
entry, respectively.108 The pseudoparticles were engineered to
harbor a luciferase reporter that drives the cells to produce
quantifiable luciferase upon successful infection. Treatment of
HEK293 cells with a furin covalent inhibitor, to prevent S1/S2
cleavage during biosynthesis, produced pseudoparticles with
uncleaved S protein that were 30-fold more infectious than
their cleaved counterparts in Vero E6 cells, where late acting
cathepsin L is operating. Contrarily, these particles were less
infective in Calu-3 cells, supporting the importance of prior
proteolytic S1/S2 cleavage for subsequent S2′ activation via
the early acting TMPRSS2 in Calu-3 cells. A 2-fold increase in
infection of pseudoparticles with uncleaved S protein in Calu-3
cells, but not in Vero E6 cells, was observed upon treatment of
these cells with exogenous furin. Moreover, pseudoparticles
produced in the presence of α1-PDX, a more selective furin
inhibitor, failed to recapitulate the high level of enhancement
provided by dec-RVKR-CMK at all tested inhibitor concen-
trations in Vero E6 cells.108 Based on these findings, the
authors suggested that furin may not be the only protease
processing the S1/S2 site since dec-RVKR-CMK is capable of
inhibiting other nonfurin PCs.108 Because SARS-CoV-2 may
use several cellular proteases as entry activators, inhibition of
furin and TMPRSS2 or possibly other proteases might be
necessary for achieving satisfactory therapeutic outcome.18

Unlike TMPRSS2, furin is involved in more crucial pathways,
and long-term inhibition of this enzyme might be associated
with side effects. However, short-term treatment with furin
inhibitors is well tolerated. Unfortunately, the results of a
double blind randomized controlled clinical trial on the
TMPRSS2 inhibitor camostat showed that it has no beneficial
effect over a placebo in terms of time to clinical improvement,
progression to intensive care unit (ICU) admission, or
mortality.109

Furin Processes Select Human Targets Related to
COVID-19. Several human targets related to COVID-19
pathogenesis are among furin substrates. The tribasic octamer
peptide (R683RAR↓SVAS689) in SARS-CoV-2 S1/S2 cleavage
site was found to be conserved among 10,956 of 10,967
circulating strains deposited at GISAID (https://www.gisaid.
org/) as of April 28, 2020.110,111 An interesting report
identified striking mimicry between this cleavage site and an
identical furin cleavable peptide (R201RAR↓SVAS208) on the
human epithelial sodium channel α-subunit (ENaC-α).110 This
furin cleavage site of ENaC is thought to be critical for its
activation.112 ENaC functions to regulate the homeostasis of
sodium ions (Na+) and water, and ENaC’s expression levels
are controlled by aldosterone and the associated renin-
angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS).113 ENaC is known
to play an important role in controlling fluid reabsorption at

the air−liquid interface in the distal lung airways.113,114

Analysis of single cell RNA-seq from 66 studies showed a
significant overlap between expression of ENaC-α and the viral
receptor ACE2 in cells linked to the cardiovascular-renal-
pulmonary pathogenesis in COVID-19.110 Accordingly, human
ENaC activation may be compromised in SARS-CoV-2
infected cells, by SARS-CoV-2 exploiting host furin for its
own activation.110 Consequently, low ENaC activity on the
surface of the airways may result in compromised fluid
reabsorption, an important lung pathology in COVID-19
patients with ARDS.110 Thus, inhibiting furin may reduce both
SARS-CoV-2 and ENaC proteolytic cleavage by furin. If this is
the case, then a direct activator of ENaC may be needed to be
combined with furin inhibitors. Interestingly, ENaC activation
by a small molecule known as S3969 did not require cleavage
by furin.115 Data from previous CoVs infections, such as SARS-
CoV or MERS-CoV, and emerging data from the COVID-19
pandemic suggest that there could be substantial fibrotic
consequences following SARS-CoV-2 infection.116,117 In this
context, furin may aggravate SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis
through the TGF-β signaling pathway. Some viral components
of SARS-CoV such as papain-like protease (PLpro) were
previously demonstrated to upregulate the production of TGF-
β through Egr-1-dependent activation of TGF-β1 promoter via
the ROS/p38 MAPK/STAT3 pathway.118,119 Furthermore, N-
protein of SARS-CoV was reported to modulate TGF-β
signaling through interaction with smad3, blocking apoptosis
of SARS-CoV infected cells and thus promoting lung
fibrosis.120 Additionally, ACE2 expression is downregulated
by SARS-CoV infection, and ACE2 was reported as a negative
regulator of lung fibrosis through negative regulation of the
local Ang-II levels.121 Ang-II itself could also stimulate the
production and secretion of TGF-β in lung tissue, and an
“autocrine loop” between Ang-II and TGF-β was described
where TGF-β can also regulate the level of Ang-II.121 Many
severe cases of COVID-19 exhibit thrombotic and coagulation
abnormalities promoting a hypercoagulable state and con-
sequently increasing the rates of thrombotic and thromboem-
bolic events.122 A substantial proportion of COVID-19
patients have altered iron metabolism, lymphopenia, and
multiple organ involvement.123,124 Extremely low serum iron
was a predictor of mortality, and alterations of iron metabolism
were associated with hypoxemia in severe COVID-19 patients
in the ICU.124−126 During immune activation, release of
cytokines such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) and bone morphoge-
netic protein-6 (BMP-6) into the serum activates hepcidin
antimicrobial peptide (HAMP) gene expression, increasing the
concentration of hepcidin which is the key regulator of iron
homeostasis in humans.127−129 Hepcidin lowers serum iron
levels by inhibiting iron export from various tissues by
triggering endocytosis of ferroportin that modulates iron
storing in hepatocytes in the liver, recycling by macrophages
in the spleen, and absorption by enterocytes in the
duodenum.130,131 Hepcidin is released as a precursor
prepropeptide of 84 amino acids that is processed by two
sequential cleavages: first at the signal sequence and second at
the pro-region to produce the 25 amino acids mature peptide
where proteolytic activation by furin at the consensus sequence
(QRRRRR↓DTHF) takes place.130,132,133 Chemical or siRNA-
mediated inhibition of furin prevents hepcidin maturation but
not its secretion from the cell.133 High hepcidin during
systemic inflammation reduces serum iron and consequently
impairs hemoglobin synthesis and red blood cell production,
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leading to anemia or inflammation.134 Moreover, low iron
levels may affect the immune function and hypoxia
sensing.134,135 For example, in a cohort of 111 COVID-19
patients, iron concentrations were below normal range in
>90% of patients, and hepcidin levels were significantly
increased in about 60% of patients.134 Elevated hepcidin levels
and higher concentrations of markers of inflammation and cell
damage were more prevalent in older patients, especially males
compared to females. The majority of hospitalized COVID-19
patients were hypoferremic and had inflammation-dependent
hepcidin upregulation.134 Importantly, hepcidin was the most
important predictor of death among other recognized
predictors. Further studies are necessary to verify whether
targeting the hepcidin either directly or indirectly through furin
inhibition may influence COVID-19 prognosis. Finally, since
multiple coagulation factors, including factor VIII, factor IX,
and von Willebrand factor are furin substrates and require
cleavage by furin for functional activation, the association
between COVID-19 infection and defects in coagulation is a
research area that needs to be addressed.
Furin Overexpression May Be Linked to COVID-19

Comorbidities. Several chronic comorbidities with increased
death rates in COVID-19 patients including cancer,
cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and
lung disorders are overlapping with increased furin gene
expression (Supplemental Figure 2).136,137 High expression of
furin and other PCs is correlated with several cancers including
lung carcinoma,138 breast cancer,139 and head and neck
carcinoma.140 PCs are upregulated, and in some instances,
elevated PC expression levels are correlated with enhanced
migration and invasiveness, proliferation, metastasis, angio-
genesis probably via activation of metalloproteinases, growth
and angiogenic factors, and their receptors.66,92,141−143 A
recent study showed that furin was significantly associated with
all-cause mortality and recurrent cardiovascular events in acute
myocardial infarction patients independent of conventional
risk factors and established markers.144 Moreover, furin
participates in the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis
via regulation of lipid and cholesterol metabolism, inflamma-
tory response, blood pressure, and the formation of
atherosclerotic lesions.145−147 Interestingly, vascular remodel-
ing and atherosclerotic lesion progression is reduced by furin
systemic inhibition in mice.148 High plasma furin concen-
tration is significantly correlated with pronounced dysmeta-
bolic phenotype and elevated risk of diabetes mellitus and
premature mortality.149 Collectively, we believe that furin
inhibition has a great potential as a therapeutic intervention for
SARS-CoV-2 mainly through inhibition of viral entry and
reduced pathogenesis.

■ FURIN AND BACTERIAL TOXINS
The role of furin in processing several bacterial toxins is well
documented (Table 1).34,92 For instance, furin proteolytically
processes the protective antigen (PA) of the anthrax toxin at
the cell surface.150 The anthrax toxin secreted by bacillus
anthrax encompasses three protein molecules: two toxic
proteins namely lethal factor (LF) and edema factor (EF)
and PA to activate immune protection against anthrax.151

Following binding of PA protein to the host anthrax toxin
receptor (ATR),152 PA is cleaved by furin at the cell surface to
a cell-associated 63 kDa PA (PA63) and a free 20 kDa PA
(PA20).36,151,153,154 The cell-associated PA63 protein forms
heptamers that bind to either LF or EF and are internalized
into early endosomes.153 The acidic pH of the early
endosomes catalyzes the formation of membrane channels by
the PA heptamers that shuttle the toxic factors into the cytosol,
resulting in anthrax toxicity manifested as edema, systemic
shock, and death.153 In the absence of furin, anthrax toxin fails
to assemble and is rendered nonlethal.154 Furin is also involved
in the early endosomal activation of other bacterial toxins,
including Pseudomonas exotoxin A (PEA), shiga toxin (ST),
shiga-like toxin-1 (ST-1), and diphtheria toxin (DT).52,155,156

All these toxins are A/B-type toxins that contain an active
domain (A) and a binding domain (B) that are joined by a
furin cleavage site near the C-terminal.156,157 Following
receptor binding, each toxin is endocytosed into early
endosomes, where it is cleaved by furin.34 The acidic pH
medium of the early endosomal compartments is crucial for
cleavage of ST, ST-1, and PEA by furin, but not for DT.34

Inhibition of furin protects cells from shiga and other bacterial
toxins.158

■ FURIN SUBSTRATES
Furin has >400 predicted protein substrates featuring the Arg-
X-Arg/Lys-Arg↓-X sequence motif, including extracellular
matrix proteins such as ADAM metalloproteinases,163,164

bone morphogenetic protein 1 (BMP-1),165 collagen,166

fibrillin,167 and integrins.168−170 Furin can process several
signaling peptides, hormones, and growth factors such as
endothelin 1,171,172 growth hormone releasing hormone,173

insulin-like growth factor 1,174 natriuretic peptide precur-
sors,175,176 platelet-derived growth factor polypeptides,177

transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β),178,179 parathyroid
hormone,180 and vascular endothelial growth factors C and
D.181,182 The substrates also include serum proteins, such as
albumin,183 coagulation factors IX and X,184 complement
component 3,183 and von Willebrand factor,185 transmembrane
receptors, such as insulin receptor,186 met proto-oncogene
(hepatocyte growth factor receptor),187 notch 1 receptor,188

and low density lipoprotein related receptor,189 the membrane

Table 1. List of Select Bacterial Toxins Validated Experimentally As Furin Substrates and Their Corresponding Cleavage
Sitesa

NCBI protein ID description substrate from P1 no. P6-P2P1P1′P2′ furin protein from experimentb refs

17380160 protective antigen Bacillus anthracis 196 NSRKKRST human A 36
9955819 shiga toxin subunit A Shigella dysenteriae 273 ASRVARMA mouse A, B 157
12231043 exotoxin A Pseudomonas aeruginosa 304 RHRQPRGW mouse A, C 159
118949 diphtheria toxin Corynephage beta 225 GNRVRRSV mouse B 52
113485 aerolysin Aeromonas hydrophila 445 KVRRARSV human A, B 160
913139 α-toxin Clostridium septicum 398 KRRGKRSV human A 161

aData retrieved from Furin database.162 bA: Substrate is cleaved with purified furin in vitro. B: Substrate is cleaved in furin-expressing cell lines but
not cleaved in furin-deficient cell lines. C: The amount of substrate and cleaved product measured after coexpression of furin and substrate.
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bound nonvoltage-gated sodium channel alpha ENaC-α, and
others.112 Furin’s proteolytic processing of these substrates has
been linked to multiple normal physiological and pathogenic
processes, such as viral infection, bacterial toxin activation,
cancer,190−192 neurodegenerative disorders, diabetes, and
atherosclerosis. The furin database (Furin DB), freely available
online at http://www.nuolan.net/substrates.html, describes a
total of 164 experimentally validated furin substrates of
mammalian, bacterial, and viral origins and cleavage sites,
experimental methods, and references to their original
publications and associated drugs targeting furin substrates.162

The relative efficiency of furin and other PC members in
cleaving over 100 decapeptide sequences was studied by
Remacle et al. to aid in the design of effective inhibitors of the
individual PCs (Table 2).193 While only positively charged Arg
and Lys are allowed at P1 position, Lys is associated with low
hydrolysis efficiency in all PCs.193 In contrast to other tested
PCs, PC2 strongly prefers the presence of Lys instead of Arg at
P2. The P2 Val increases the activity of PC4, PC5/6, and
PACE4 but not furin, PC2, and PC7. The presence of Ser, Lys,
Arg, and Gln dominates the P3 position of the substrates. Arg,
Val, and Leu are favorable for multiple PCs except PC2, which
has preference for Glu at the P3 site of the substrate. The
efficient substrates frequently feature Ala, Ser, and Glu or Asp
at the P1′ position. Glu selectivity increases the activity of the
PCs other than PC2, and Thr and Arg at P1′ increase the
sensitivity of the substrate to PC2 proteolysis. The P2′ Ile is
likely to stimulate the proteolysis of the peptides by the PCs.
Asp or Pro at P3′ has a stimulatory effect on the activity of PCs
except PC2. The P4′ Met enhances the peptide cleavage by
PC4, PC5/6, PC7, and PACE4 but not by furin and PC2.
Decreased efficiency of PC proteolysis is correlated with Val or
Pro and Cys at P1′, Gly at P2′, Val at P3′, Pro at P4′, and Met
at P5 in the substrate sequences. Furin substrate requirements
were also explored using synthetic FRET decapeptides (Table
2).194 Preferences were detected for substrates with Ser at P1′,
Val at P2′, Ala, Ser, Leu, and Asp are almost equally frequent at
P3′, basic amino acids at P5, Ser and His at P6, and no clear
tendency at P3.194 Moreover, an in silico study demonstrated
that the presence of the multibasic consensus motif alone is
insufficient to determine furin proteolysis.195 Substrates with
Gln or Glu at the P3, Gly, Ala, Leu, Trp, His, or Asn at P5, and

Ala, Pro, or Asp at P6 have negative effects on cleavage
efficiency. At P1′, Ser was the most frequent residue, and Gly
and Pro reduced the efficiency. While Ala or Val is
predominantly found at the P2′, Trp at P2′ is correlated
with the less efficient substrates. Ser, Asp, or Arg at P3′ and
Ala, Pro, Asp, or Glu at P4′ characterize good substrates, while
Gly or Glu at P3′ and Gly, Thr, or Lys at P4′ are not well
tolerated by furin (Table 2).195

■ SUBSTRATE BINDING SITE OF FURIN AND THE
MECHANISM OF PROTEASE ACTION

The amino acid residues that flank the cleavage site (scissile
bond) in protein and peptide substrates will be referred to as
P1 (binding S1 subsite in furin) and P1′ (binding S1′ subsite
in furin). The amino acid that is N-terminal to the scissile
bond is designated P1, and the amino acid that is N-terminal to
P1 is named P2. The amino acids that are C-terminal to the
scissile bond are labeled P1′, P2′, and so on. As mentioned
previously, the active site of furin contains an extended canyon
shaped substrate binding groove which contains several
negatively charged acidic residues: Asp258 and Asp306
(surrounding the S1 subsite); Asp154 and Asp191 (S2
subsite); Glu236 and Glu264 (S4 subsite); Glu257 and
Asp264 (S5 subsite); and Glu230 and Asp233 (S6 subsite)
(Figure 5).86 It is worth mentioning that there are no acidic
residues in the vicinity of the P3 amino acid of the peptide
substrate. While no basic residues are present between the S5

Table 2. Analysis of Favored and Disfavored Residuesa in Furin Substrates from Three Different Studies193−195

aFavored residues are depicted in green, and disfavored are in red.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of furin substrates (P6−P1′) and
the acidic amino acids at each receptor subsite (S6−S1). The red
arrow indicates the scissile bond cleaved by the catalytic triad.
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and S1 subsites, basic residues Arg193, Arg197, and His364 are
found only on the outer edge of the S1′ subsite. The highly
acidic character of the substrate binding site explains the high
inhibitory potency of positively charged substrates and
inhibitors.86

Mechanistically, the catalytic triad forms a charge-relay
network to activate Ser368 as a nucleophile to attack the
protein substrates with the Arg-X-Arg/Lys-Arg↓-X sequence
motif at the scissile peptide bond. The formed covalent
hemiketal intermediate is then hydrolyzed to release the
product, and the free enzyme is regenerated. In furin, Asp153
is H-bonded with His194, probably increasing the pKa of its
imidazole nitrogen and thus allowing His194 to act as a
powerful general base that activates the Ser368 nucleo-
phile.74,196−198 An oxyanion hole formed by the side chain
Asn295 and the backbone amino of Ser368 stabilizes the
charge build-up on the tetrahedral intermediates.74,196,197 The
histidine base aids the first leaving group by donating a proton
and also activates the hydrolytic water molecule by abstracting
a proton as the remaining OH− attacks the acyl-enzyme
intermediate (Figure 6). The chemical reaction catalyzed by
furin normally involves limited conformational changes at the
active site residues, unlikely to perturb remote substrate-
binding subsites of the enzyme.74 Typically, all residues
determining specificity are located N-terminal to the scissile
peptide bond within the extended substrate binding site.74 The
C-terminal segment is more loosely bound and may dissociate
readily after hydrolysis.74 Furin and furin-like PC enzymes are
extensively investigated as drug targets.71,94 Reported inhib-
itors include peptide-derived compounds,199−201 peptidomi-
metic,202−206 and nonpeptidic small-molecule com-
pounds.59,207−209

■ FURIN INHIBITORS

In this section, we will focus on the most recent furin
inhibitors. For earlier reviews, please refer to refs 210 and 211.
Currently, there are no furin inhibitors under clinical
development, and the progress of several potent inhibitors
into preclinical candidates was hampered by their high
molecular weights, low cell permeability, low cellular activity,
lack of selectivity, metabolic and chemical instability, and
cellular toxicity. However, there is a renewed interest in
developing potent and selective furin inhibitors for the
treatment of SARS CoV-2 infection. Availability of promising
lead compounds and several cocrystal structures will guide the
medicinal chemistry campaigns to develop candidates for
clinical investigation.

Peptide-Based and Peptidomimetic Inhibitors of
Furin. Acyclic Peptidomimetic Furin Inhibitors. Polyarginines
and polylysines were among the first peptides reported to
inhibit furin.201 These peptides were identified by positional
scanning of amidated and acetylated synthetic L- and D-
hexapeptide combinatorial libraries.201 The incorporation of
the decarboxylated P1 arginine mimetics as 4-amidino-
benzylamide (4-amba) group at the C-terminal of the
inhibitor, phenylacetyl residues bearing basic guanidinomethyl
or aminomethyl groups at the N-terminal residue P5 and
different natural and unnatural amino acid residues such as tert-
butyl glycine commonly known as tert-leucine (Tle) at P3
made a great contribution to the field.94,202,203,212 Peptidomi-
metic inhibitors with a phenylacetyl-Arg-Val-Arg-4amba core
structure are among the most potent noncovalent inhibitors
reported so far.60,212 Variation of the P5 residue corelates with
significant changes in Ki values. One of the most potent
noncovalent furin inhibitors reported is the tetrabasic
peptidomimetic 1, 4-(guanidinomethyl) phenylacetyl-Arg-Tle-

Figure 6. (A) 3D arrangement of the catalytic triad (green) and the oxyanion hole of furin (magenta). (B) 2D diagram of the proposed mechanism
of proteolytic catalysis by furin. Catalytic triad residues are shown in red, oxyanion hole forming amino acid Asn295 in green, and the substrate in
blue. The backbone amino of Ser368 contributes to the oxyanion hole.
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Arg-4-amba (MI-1148), (Ki = 5.5 pM) (Figure 7). Its P3 valine
congener, 2 (MI-0701), displayed similar potency (Ki = 7.6

pM). The P5 des-guanidinomethyl derivative, 3 (Ki of 170
pM) and the phenylacetyl-RVR-amba 4 with P3 valine and P5
des-guanidinomethyl (Ki of 660 pM) were less potent than 1.
The crystal structures of furin in complex with 1 and 4 were
previously solved (PDB: 4RYD and 4OMD, respectively).60,212

The 4-amba moiety in the deep well-defined S1 pocket of
furin, the unnatural bulky Tle as P3 residue and the 4-
(guanidinomethyl)phenylacetyl as P5 residue contributed to
the picomolar affinity of compound 1.212,213

Within the S1 pocket, the 4-amba formed charged H-bond
interactions with the side chain carboxylate of Asp306 and two
H-bonds to the backbone oxygens of Pro256 and Ala292

(Figures 8 and 9).60,212 The guanidine moiety of P2 arginine is
engaged in direct interactions with Asp154 and water-mediated
interaction to Asp192. Val or Tle at P3 are anchored to Gly255
by two strong β-sheet-like H-bonds. Surprisingly, replacement
of Tle with the less branched Leu, Val, or penicillamine at P3
was generally correlated with lower potency in this series of
inhibitors. No clear explanation for this difference in activity is
evident since the side chains of these residues at P3 are pointed
out to the solvent front and not engaged in any interactions
with the enzyme (Figure 10). Intramolecular contacts of the
Tle or Ile were suggested to stabilize the β-sheet-like backbone
conformation of the bound inhibitor or a more favorable
conformation in solution.212 At P4, Asp264, Glu236, and
Tyr308 contribute to the binding interactions with the basic
arginine residue. 4-(Guanidinomethyl)phenylacetyl (P5) inter-
acts with the side chain of Glu236, the backbone oxygen of
Val231, and a conserved water molecule that extends the
interaction to Asp233 and Ala267 at the surface of the enzyme
(Figure 8 and 9 and Table 3). The proper spatial and
electrostatic combination of P4−P5 residues interacts with the
shared S4−S5 subsites of furin in a lock and key mechanism
with no need for conformational rearrangements.60 3-
Guanidinomethyl-Phac-RVR-amba interacts similarly at all
the S1−S5 subsites of the substrate binding cleft of furin
with Ki = 16 pM, as observed in its cocrystal with furin (PDB:
4OMC and 5JXH).60,74 The less extended 2-guanidinomethyl-
Phac moiety at P5 has a weaker binding affinity (Ki = 196 ±
15.2 pM) than its meta congener.60

The 4-aminomethylphenylacetyl-Arg-Tle-Arg-4-amba 5 (Ki
= 22.4 pM)212 furin cocrystal structure (PDB: 6EQW)214

shows the relatively smaller 4-aminomethylphenylacetyl moiety
with steric features similar to a lysine side chain. There is a
charged H-bond with only Asp264 instead of the network of
interactions with either the 4 or 3-aminomethylphenylacetyl
counterparts (Figure 11). Interestingly, phenylacetyl-Cit-Val-
Arg-4-amba 6 (Figure 11), an analogue of compound 4 bearing
citrulline residue at P4, showed a significantly weaker binding

Figure 7. Structures of peptide-based furin inhibitors 1−4 and their Ki
values.60,212

Figure 8. (A) Cocrystal structure of 4-(guanidinomethyl)phenylacetyl-Arg-Tle-Arg-4-amba 1 at the active site of furin (PDB: 4RYD).212 A partially
transparent electrostatic surface is shown (red: negative, blue positive and white: neutral). (B) Stick representation model highlighting the
interacting residues at the substrate binding site of furin. Water molecules interacting with the inhibitor are shown as red spheres.
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affinity (Ki = 238 nM).202 Citrulline is a noncharged analogue
of arginine with a terminal urea residue instead of a guanidino
group. While the steric features of urea are similar to
guanidine, they differ in their H-bonding capabilities since all
the amino groups in guanidine are H-bond donors, while the
oxygen of urea in citrulline can only function as a H-bond
acceptor. The cocrystal structure of this citrulline inhibitor
(PDB: 6EQV) illustrates how the trans conformer of the urea
moiety is differently accommodated at S4 subsite.214 Similar to
guanidine, the amino groups of the urea form H-bonds with
Glu236, Asp264 and Tyr308; however, its oxygen atom misses
a H-bond with the ionized carboxylate of Asp264 (Figure
12).214 Importantly, the carbonyl group of the phenylacetyl
moiety at P5 of the citrulline inhibitor occupies a different
position to avoid repulsion from the urea oxygen. Con-
sequently, an intramolecular H-bond between this carbonyl
group and the backbone NH of Glu257 is lost. This alternative
binding mode explains the lower affinity of the citrulline
derivative.
Regarding the biological activity of this series, compound 1

(MI-1148) elicited a significant protective effect against
anthrax and diphtheria toxins and strongly inhibited virus
replication after infection of cells by H5N1 and H7N1, canine
distemper virus, chikungunya virus, Semliki Forest virus (SFV),
mumps virus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), and Dengue or

West Nile viruses.204,206,212,213,215 Unfortunately, despite the
lack of cellular toxicity up to 50 μM in cell cultures, MI-1148
demonstrated a narrow therapeutic index in mice and inhibited
other PCs, such as PC1/3, whereas PC2 was less affected.213

While an intraperitoneal (i.p.) dose of 2.5 mg kg−1 of MI-1148
was tolerated, three of four mice died without specific
symptoms within the first hour after treatment with 5 mg
kg−1, indicating acute rather than chronic toxicity.213 This
toxicity was suggested to correlate with the strong overall
multibasic character of the inhibitor and the presence of the P1
amidine moeity.213 In an effort to reduce the toxicity, the C-
terminal benzamidine of compound 1 was replaced by less or
nonbasic P1 residues in 7−10 (Figure 13).213 However, these
derivatives showed decreased potency (still in low nanomolar
range) and negligible cellular efficacy.213 Removal of P5
guanidino methyl of MI-1148, as in compound 3 (Ki = 0.17
nM) or P1 amidine as in compound 10 (IC50 = 580 nM),
resulted in reduced in vivo toxicity, and these inhibitors were
tolerated at a dose of 10 mg kg−1 (i.p.). The similar toxicity of
both inhibitors despite their great differences in inhibitory
potency strongly suggests that the observed acute toxicity is
not mediated through direct furin inhibition and would likely
be the result of some unknown off-target effects.213

Peptidomimetic Furin Inhibitors with Altered Basic
Characters. Replacement of P2 arginine in MI-1184 by the

Figure 9. Detailed interaction maps of inhibitor 1 at each subsite (S1−S5) of the substrate binding site of furin (PDB: 4RYD).212 (A) 4-amba (P1)
at S1; (B) Arg (P2) at S2; (C) Tle (P3) and Arg (P4) at S3 and S4; and (D) 4-guanidino-phenylacetyl (P5) at S5. Red balloons highlight H-bonds,
blue indicates ionic interaction, orange highlights arene-hydrogen interactions and magenta indicates charged H-bonds.
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relatively less basic lysine in inhibitor 11 (Ki = 8.8 pM, Figure
14) produced similar antiviral activity against West Nile and
Dengue viruses in cell culture and no toxicity in mice up to 5
mg kg−1.213 Recently, less toxic furin inhibitors exemplified by
inhibitors 12 and 13 (MI-1851) were reported based on the
replacement of arginine at P2 and/or P4 in inhibitor 1 by
canavanine.30,205 The structural modification impacted by this
unnatural amino acid, with a weakly basic oxyguanidine group
(pKa = 7.01), was hypothesized to result in a highly protonated
species at pH 6.0 suitable for the inhibition of furin in the
TGN. Less protonation at extracellular pH 7.4 can reduce the
concentration of the completely protonated species, thus
addressing the off-target interactions and improving the
bioavailability. Canavanine-based inhibitors 12 and 13 are
very potent furin inhibitors with Ki values <15 pM.
Interestingly, inhibitor 13 showed reduced affinity for trypsin
(Ki = 690 nM) compared to 1, which is a relatively effective
trypsin inhibitor (Ki = 52 nM). Compound 13 had negligible
affinity (Ki > 3 μM) for the other tested trypsin-like serine
proteases such as thrombin, factor Xa, and plasmin.205 The
crystal structures of select canavanine based inhibitors were
solved, and identical side chain conformations were observed
at P2 and P4 compared with the previously determined crystal
structure of inhibitor 1. Compound 13 (MI-1851) displays
significant antiviral activity against furin-dependent viruses, like
respiratory syncytial virus, West Nile virus, and Dengue-2 virus,
and exhibited a favorable pharmacokinetics (PK) profile and
considerably reduced toxicity in mice and rats up to 15 mg
kg−1 compared to compound 1 (2.5 mg kg−1). Intravenous
administration of 13 at 1 mg kg−1 was tolerated with no death
related to acute toxicity. SARS-CoV-2 S protein cleavage by
endogenous furin in HEK293 cells was efficiently blocked in
the presence of 13 but not by the broad range trypsin-like
serine protease inhibitor aprotinin in HEK293 cells.30 MI-1851
also was shown to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 spread at 10 μM in
Calu-3 cells and was more potent than aprotinin.30 SARS-CoV-
2 replication in Calu-3 cells was independent of inhibition of
endosomal cathepsins by E64d even at the highest dose of 50
μM.30 Combining various TMPRSS2 inhibitors with furin
inhibitor MI-1851 produced more potent antiviral activity
against SARS-CoV-2 than an equimolar amount of any single
serine protease inhibitor. Furin inhibitors with lower basic
character have great potential to be developed as preclinical
candidates for infectious diseases given that the inhibitors will
be administrated for relatively short period of time. Much
testing is required to assess the toxic effects of chronic
administration for other chronic conditions such as select
cancers.

Elongated and Shortened Peptidomimetic Furin
Inhibitors. Based on the notion that numerous PC substrates
and inhibitors possess additional basic residues in their P5−P8
region contributing to their recognition by furin, novel
elongated derivatives of the phenylacetyl-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba
4 were synthesized.204 The heptameric inhibitor phenylacetyl-
Arg-Arg-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba 14 containing three Arg amino
acids as P4−P6 residues was the most potent compound in this
series (Ki = 13.8 ± 4.5 pM) (Figure 15). Despite its excellent
potency compared to the pentameric inhibitor 4, it was less
potent than inhibitors 1 or 2 which possess a 4-guanidino-
methylphenylacetyl residue as P5. The hexameric inhibitor
Arg-Arg-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba 15 (Ki = 33.7 ± 1.3 pM) lacking
the phenyl acetyl moiety was about two times less potent
(Figure 15). The cocrystal structure of furin in complex with

Figure 10. 4-(Guanidinomethyl)phenylacetyl-Arg-Tle-Arg-4-amba 1
(green) (PDB: 4RYD)165 and phenylacetyl-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba 4
(yellow) (PDB: 4OMD)51 overlaid at the substrate binding site of
furin.

Table 3. Types of Interactions between the Peptidomimetic
Inhibitor 1 and Furin, Their Energies, and the Distances
between the Centroid of the Interacting Moieties

interaction
typea

inhibitor
residue

interacting amino
acid or solvent

energy
(kcal/mol)b,c

distance
(A)d

IH P1 Asp306 −29.51 2.70
H P1 Ala292 −8.40 2.88
H P1 Pro256 −6.00 2.94
H P1 Ser253 −3.50 2.82
I P1 Asp258 −2.48 3.36
A P1 Gly294 −0.60 4.03
IH P2 Asp154 −23.02 2.90
H P2 HOH103 −5.70 2.97
H P2 HOH1056 −4.20 2.80
H P2 HOH101 −2.30 2.64
H P2 HOH987 −1.90 3.08
A P2 His194 −0.80 3.83
H P3 Gly255 −8.60 2.96
IH P4 Asp264 −23.28 3.15
IH P4 Glu236 −10.73 2.95
H P4 HOH104 −2.40 2.67
H P4 Tyr308 −2.00 2.90
IH P5 Glu236 −11.53 3.03
H P5 Val231 −5.40 2.86
H P5 HOH715 −4.00 2.85
H P5 HOH948 −4.00 2.87
H P5 HOH1004 −3.80 2.91
H P5 HOH102 −2.00 2.85

aIH: Ionic and H-bonds; H: Hydrogen bond, I: Ionic bond; and A:
Arene-hydrogen interaction. bValues were determined using MOE
software package (2018) using PDB: 4RYD.212 cWhen multiple
interactions are aggregated into a single entry, this value is the sum of
energy for all the represented interactions. dThe distance between the
centroids of the interacting atoms. When multiple interactions are
aggregated into a single entry, this value is the average distance.
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15 revealed molecular details of the S6 pocket (PDB:
6EQX).214 Thus, the P6 arginine induced an unexpected
turn-like conformation of the inhibitor backbone, which is
stabilized by both intra- and intermolecular H-bonding (Figure
16).214

To prevent potential degradation of the N-terminal α-amino
group by aminopeptidases, the ultimate Arg at P6 was replaced
by the non-natural D-Arg to produce 16 (Ki= 28.3 ± 9.7 pM)
(Figure 15). Further elongation with one or more D-Arg
resulted in derivatives with lower potency possibly due to
altered backbone conformation that would affect the side chain
orientation, resulting in impaired interactions at the distal N-
terminal binding pockets. In this series, Nα(carbamidoyl)Arg-
Arg-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba (17) with Ki = 6.2 pM shows similar
potency to 1 (Figure 15).204 While the elongated peptide-
based inhibitors were suggested to have enhanced binding
affinities and selectivity for certain PC members due to the low
level of amino acid conservation beyond the S4 pocket, the
increased molecular mass can negatively affect cellular
permeability and PK profiles. Also, the increased overall
basicity of such inhibitors maybe responsible for their
cytotoxicity. Shortened (P1−P4) derivatives that lack the P5
moiety were thus prepared to decrease the molecular weight of
this class of inhibitors. The best inhibitors of this series, 5-
(guanidino)valeroyl-Val-Arg-4-amba 18 and its P3 tert-leucine
analogue 19, displayed weaker binding affinities with Ki values
of 2.50 and 1.26 nM, respectively.204 Unfortunately, none of
these derivatives had antiviral activity against the tested SFV.
Other shortened (P1−P4) peptidomimetic furin/PC in-

hibitors exemplified by compounds 20−24 were patented to
treat infectious diseases, cancers, and inflammatory/auto-
immune disorders (Figure 17).216 Compounds 20−22
featuring 4-amba or their meta or ortho fluoro derivatives at
P1, 4-guanidinophenylalanine at P2, Val at P3, and acetyl
lysine as P4 residues show potency in the nanomolar range.
However, the hydroxyamidine derivative (amidoxime) 23 and
amidino benzylsulfonyl-Val-Lys-4-amba 24 show potency only
in the micromolar range.
The balance between the binding affinity, selectivity, optimal

physicochemical properties, and metabolic stability of the
peptide-based furin inhibitors is an important aspect to
consider for selecting suitable candidates for preclinical
development. Modification of an extended furin cleavage site
in the immature hemagglutinin of avian influenza virus A led to
the discovery of the sequence TPRARRRKKRT, showing
nanomolar potency against furin (Ki = 23 nM).217 The activity
profile was later improved by removing two N-terminal
residues in conjunction with C-terminal amidation and N-

Figure 11. Structures of 4-aminomethylphenylacetyl-Arg-Tle-Arg-4-amba 5 and phenylacetyl-Cit-Val-Arg-4-amba 6.202,212

Figure 12. Substrate binding site of furin in complex with
phenylacetyl-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba 4 (green) (PDB: 4OMD)60 over-
laid on its complex with phenylacetyl-Cit-Val-Arg-4-amba 6 (orange)
(PDB: 6EQV)214. Several amino acids are omitted for clarity.

Figure 13. Structures of inhibitors 1 and 7−10213 and their Ki, IC50,
and predicted pKa values of the acetylated P1 residues.
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terminal acetylation to improve metabolic stability against
cellular peptidases.218 The optimized peptide sequence Ac-

RARRRKKRT-NH2, known as RXXT peptide 25, was able to
block the processing of viral glycoproteins and anthrax toxin by

Figure 14. Structures of the less basic inhibitors 11−13.30,205,213

Figure 15. Structures of elongated and shortened peptide-based furin inhibitors 14−19.204
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a furin-dependent mechanism in the nanomolar range (Ki = 19
nM) without significant cytotoxicity but exhibited poor
metabolic stability with t1/2 ≈ 1.7 h when determined using
an HPLC assay.200,219 More relatively stable elongated
peptide-based inhibitors were reported by the same group
for treating pathogenic infections by modification of the RXXT
peptide 25 (Figure 18).219 In this series of compounds, non-
natural amino acid derivatives such as aza-β3-alanine, aza-β3-
lysine, or aza-β3-arginine, decarboxylated arginine, and the
arginine mimic 2-(4-(1-amino-4-guanidinobutyl)-1H-1,2,3-tri-
azol-1-yl)propanoic acid were incorporated into the RXXT

peptide to give several derivatives exemplified by 26−31
(Figure 18 and Table 4).219

Many RXXT derivatives maintained nanomolar furin
inhibitory potency in vitro (Table 4). While N-terminal
variants exhibited no improved stability, RXXT variants
modified at their C-terminal showed a 2−5-fold increase in
half-life. The addition of the lipophilic aminooctanoyl group
increased permeability of the RXXT peptide, suggesting that
further modification of the furin inhibitors with lipophilic
group(s) may increase their potency by balancing their
physicochemical properties. The amino octanoyl derivative of
30 was among the most potent compounds as well as the P1
modified derivatives RXX[ΔCOOR]P1 28 and RXX[4-
Amba]P129 (Table 4).219 Surprisingly, the previously deter-
mined half-lives of the RXXT peptide 25 and several of its
derivatives could not be reproduced using a more sensitive
MS-based method where the t1/2 was about 4 min or even
shorter.200

Positional scanning libraries of individual peptides modified
at P5−P8 of the RXXT peptide 25 with natural amino acids
showed that these derivatives were inhibitors rather than
substrates despite the presence of the potential furin cleavage
sites.200 The most potent inhibitors were obtained by the
incorporation of residues with hydrophobic or positively
charged side chains.200 The incorporation of small hydro-
phobic, nonpolar residues such as Ile, Val, or Pro at the P5
position resulted in analogs with improved affinity that was in
agreement with previously reported data showing that
inhibitors with short linear acyl groups at P5 (up to 5
carbons) exhibited potent inhibition against furin, whereas
their longer chain counterparts were significantly less active.200

At P6, no improvement in activity in comparison to the P5-
modified peptides was observed, and only Leu or Lys was well
tolerated instead of Arg at this position in the RXXT
peptide.200 All the P7-substituted analogs demonstrated a
lower affinity toward furin, and the activity pattern was
comparable to the P5 and the P6 series where inhibitors with
acidic and bulky aromatic residues showed the lowest affinity
toward furin.200 The range of the Ki values for the P7 series

Figure 16. Substrate binding site of furin in complex with Arg-Arg-
Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba 15 (PDB: 6EQX214). P1−P5 residues of the
inhibitor are depicted in green and P6 arginine in orange. The formed
turn-like structure is shown in cyan. Some receptor amino acids are
hidden for clarity.

Figure 17. Structures of shortened (P1−P4) peptide-based furin inhibitors 20−24.216
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(15−38 nM) was significantly limited compared to analogs
with either P5 (6−130 nM) or P6 substitution (14−270 nM),
close to the recognition motif (P4−P1), suggesting that P7 is
less important for furin binding. Substitutions of the P8 residue
had little or no effect on the activity of the tested analogs, and
most of the P8-modified peptides were slightly more potent.200

Thus, P8 and P5 residues can be easily modified to generate
more potent compounds. Specifically, small hydrophobic
amino acids are preferred in the P5 position, whereas almost
any residue is well-accepted at P8, indicating that the N-

terminal end of the peptide is outside of the furin catalytic
pocket. For all of the screened residues (except for P8), the
drop in the activity was significant once negatively charged
amino acids were incorporated.200 These observations were
consistent with the reported crystal structures of furin in
complex with various inhibitors, revealing the presence of the
high negative-charge density within its active site (up to S7
subsites) and thus explaining the strong preferences for basic
compounds. A series of 10−32 residue peptides whose
sequence comprised of at least 10−22 arginine residues was

Figure 18. Structures of RXXT peptide 25 and various arginine, lysine, and alanine analogs.219

Table 4. Metabolic stability, Ki, Plasma t1/2 and IC50 Values of Furin Inhibitors 25−32219

compound description Ki (nM) stability (% remaining in plasma after 24 h) plasma t1/2 (h)
a IC50 (μM)

25 RXXT peptide Ac-RARRRKKRT-NH2 19 5 1.7 ± 0.2 >1000
26 RXXT cyclic P3−P9 [[Click]-RARRRK]KRT 16.7 28 0.7 ± 0.2 NA
27 RXXT [click]P8,P7 R-[Click]-ARRRKKRT-NH2 13 20 1.236 ± 0.007 NA
28 RXX [ΔR-COO]P1 Ac-RARRRKK[ΔRCOO] 7 NA 3.3 ± 0.2 71.0
29 RXX [4-Amba]P1 Ac-RARRRKK-[4-Amba] 3.8 NA 9.1 ± 0.2 >1000
30 RXXT [AzaB3R]P1 Ac-RARRRKK-[AzaB3R]T-NH2 28 57% 2.25 ± 0.05 314.5
31 RXXT [AzaB3R]P1,P8 Ac-[AzaB3R]-ARRRKK-[AzaB3R]-T-NH2 46 45% 2.68 ± 0.05 20.8
32 RXXT [AzaB3R]P8 Ac-R-[AzaB3R]-ARRRKKRT-NH2 12 29 1.04 ± 0.09 >1000

aThe t1/2 values were different using a more sensitive MS-based method as reported in a recent study by the same group where the t1/2 of
compound 25 was about 4 min.200
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patented for the treatment of neuronal injury.220 While the
compounds were shown to have a protective effect in a
glutamic acid excitatory model, no details about their exact
mechanism of action was disclosed; however, inhibiting,
downregulating, or affecting furin was suggested. A substantial
intersect in targets that are cleaved by PCs and candidate
mediators of fibrosis leads to the hypothesis that PCs
inhibition is effective in inhibiting collagen matrix formation.
Compound 2 (MI-0701) as an exemplary compound has been
claimed to be used alone or in combination with antifibrotic
agents to reduce collagen formation and procollagen
propeptide.221

Cyclic Peptidomimetic Furin Inhibitors. Cyclic peptide-
based inhibitors for furin and other basic PCs are very limited
compared to their noncyclic derivatives.206 Several cationic
cyclic peptides originally designed as cargo molecules with cell-
penetrating properties, containing four or five arginine residues
in the ring segment, were found to inhibit furin with Ki values
in the micromolar range.222 Head-to-tail, head-to-side-chain, or
side-chain-to-tail cyclization within a highly potent and
selective PACE4 inhibitor, known as the multi-Leu octapep-
tide, Ac-LLLLRVKR-NH2, showed no improvement in terms
of potency or selectivity. These inhibitors target both furin and
PACE4 with inhibition constants close to 20 nM and 30 nM,
respectively.223 In a separate study, truncated analogues of the
monocyclic sunflower trypsin inhibitor (SFTI-1) were
engineered into furin inhibitors; the best monocyclic 12-mer
peptide of this series contains Lys as a P1 residue and inhibits
furin with a Ki of 0.49 nM.224 Using a cocrystal structure of
Arg-Arg-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba (15) in complex with furin
(PDB: 6EQX)214, various types of macrocyclic furin inhibitors
were designed.206 In type I and type II derivatives, the side
chain of Lys as P3 was cyclized to the backbone NH of Arg at
P5 or P6 via a glutaryl spacer. In type III inhibitors, the side
chains of the P2 and P6 residues were linked where P2 Arg was
replaced by Lys and P3 Val was replaced by Tle. A cyclic cell-
penetrating peptide containing a Phe-2-naphthylalanyl-(Arg)x
segment with 3, 4, or 5 Arg residues in the ring structure was
fused with the P3 Lys side chain via a succinyl spacer in type
IV. This short cyclic amphiphilic peptide motif in type IV was
previously shown to bind strongly to cell membranes, followed
by subsequent internalization.206 Finally, simple head-to-tail
cyclization of peptides with 6, 8, or 10 arginine residues was
included in type V (Figure 19 and Table 5).

Type 1 inhibitors 33 and 34 showed classical competitive
inhibition of furin with Ki values of 0.5 nM and 1 nM,
respectively, but were less potent than P5−P1 inhibitor Arg-
Arg-Val-Arg-4-Amba (Ki = 0.11 nM) probably due to
replacement of Val at P3 with Lys. Type 2 (P6−P3 cyclized
inhibitor) 35 showed similar activity. The potency of inhibitor
35 (type 3) lacking the basic P2 residue was nearly identical to
those of 34−36 (Table 5). The protonated piperazine moiety
may partially compensate for the elimination of the basicity at
the P2 side chain. Strong inhibition for most of the type 4
inhibitors was observed, where the Ki values of compounds
37−39 were <150 pM. Finally, weaker furin inhibitory potency
was observed for the cyclic polyarginine derivatives (type 5)
(Ki > 20 nM), compared to their linear analogues with Ki
values <10 nM. While most of the derivatives were relatively
potent furin inhibitors in vitro (Ki in the low nanomolar or
even subnanomolar range), negligible antiviral activity against
respiratory syncytial virus in cells was detected for these cyclic
derivatives. Thus, cyclization seems to have no apparent
advantage in these cases, and the increased molecular weight of
these derivatives may contribute to their lack of cellular
activity. The cocrystal structures of seven of these cyclic
derivatives in complex with furin were determined, and full
ligand electron density was observed in only three complexes.
For the other cases, structures could be determined only for
the P6/P5−P1 segments, which directly interact with furin
(Figure 20).206

Covalent Peptidomimetic Inhibitors of Furin. Surpris-
ingly, furin has limited reactivity toward typical covalent
inhibitors of serine proteases such as diisopropylfluorophos-
phate (DFP), 4-(2-aminoethyl)benzensulfonyl fluoride
(AEBSF), and phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF) (Figure
21).74 While steric reasons were excluded based on modeling
studies, a possible explanation may be related to the electronic
properties of these inhibitors and/or the activation state of
furin’s active site. Decanoyl-Arg-Val-Lys-Arg-chloromethyl
ketone (RVKR-CMK) 40 is a nonselective, irreversible, and
cell-permeable competitive inhibitor of all PCs as well as other
trypsin-like serine proteases.55,56 The ternary complex of furin
with 40 and the inhibitory camelid antibody Nb14,225 at a
resolution of 2.3 Å, was solved as a dimer (PDB: 5JMO)
(Figure 21). No major conformational changes in the catalytic
cleft nor in the active site of furin upon complex formation
were observed. Similar to covalently inhibited mouse furin, a
typical covalent complex between the human ortholog and the
CMK inhibitor was formed. P1-Arg binds the S1 deep pocket,
the methylene of the inhibitor is covalently bound to His194
nitrogen, and the oxygen of Ser368 forms a tetrahedral
hemiketal with the carbonyl group of the inhibitor mimicking a
transition state intermediate extending the interaction to the
oxyanion hole Asn295 and Ser368 through H-bonding (Figure
21). Other interactions at P2−P4 are similar to noncovalently
inhibited furin structures with the decanoyl tail at P5 extending
to solvent at S5 with no appreciable interactions. Nb14 binds
the P-domain of furin noncompetitively.225 The interaction
interface at the P-domain of furin involves residues Pro458-
Asp460, Thr492-Asn496, Ala525-Asn529, and Asn558-Thr564,
whereas the complementary surface of Nb14 involves Tyr32-
Tyr35, Trp47-Arg53, Ser56-Asp59, Val98-Ala102 as well as
Trp106.225 Several tyrosine residues at the interaction interface
including Tyr32, Tyr35, Tyr109 of Nb14 and Tyr560 of furin
form specific H-bonds contributing to the hydrophobic
character of the surface. Steric exclusion of specific substrateFigure 19. Chemotypes of cyclized derivatives 33−39.206
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conformers explained the inhibitory action of the antibody
against large bulky proprotein-like but not small peptide
substrates.225 Antibodies or small-molecule inhibitors that
selectively or preferentially inhibit the binding of the bulky
viral peptide sequences maybe advantageous for inhibiting
furin by avoiding nonselective targeting other PC family
members.
Nonpeptide Inhibitors. Nonpeptide small-molecule in-

hibitors may overcome the liabilities associated with protein or
peptide-based inhibitors such as high molecular weight, poor
permeability, stability, and PK properties, and potential
immunogenicity leading to toxicity. Below, we will discuss
promising small-molecule furin inhibitors reported to date.

2,5-Dideoxystreptamine Derivatives. Guanidinilated
aryl derivatives of 2,5-dideoxystreptamine were first described
in 2006.59 These derivatives are competitive inhibitors of furin
with Ki values in the nanomolar range that are comparable to
the potency of protein or peptidomimetic inhibitors and
considerably more potent than the diterpene natural products
of the andrographolide family, their succinyl esters, and some
terpyridyl copper or zinc complexes, all showing low inhibitory
activity in the micromolar to millimolar range (Figure
22).59,226,227

2,5-Dideoxystreptamine derivatives display selectivity toward
furin and PC5/6.59 The most potent furin inhibitor bears four
guanidine substituents (Ki= 6 nM) (Table 6). Derivatives
containing two aryl substituents were slightly more effective
than those containing more aryl substituents, and monoaryl
derivatives show little or no inhibition of furin (Ki > 100 μM).
A guanidine moiety at the para position seems to be essential
since its removal or shift to the ortho position abolished
activity. Replacement of the ether group by a carbamate group
(−NHCOO) resulted in reduced potency. In contrast to
polyarginine peptides, no linear correlation was evident
between the number of positively charged guanidine moieties
in these structures and their inhibitory activities (Table 6).59

A soaking technique with unliganded furin hexagonal
crystals was attempted to determine the crystal structure of
the diaryl derivatives A3 (meso) and A6 (racemate) with Ki =
6 nM and 12 nM, respectively, and the less potent triaryl
derivative A8 (racemate) (Ki = 46 nM).229 The binding
interactions were apparent only for A8 as indicated by the
electron density map, but not for A3 and A6 despite their
lower Ki values.

229 A different binding mode for the diaryl
derivatives A3 and A6 was suggested where their binding
might involve interactions with regions disrupted by crystal
packing. Another explanation was based on low binding site
occupation of A3 or A6 within the time frame of the soaking
experiments due to slow binding kinetics in the crystalline state
compared to A8. Alternatively, A3 and A6 may occupy
multiple binding orientations and thus be rendered invisible in

Table 5. Compounds 33−39 Structures and Their Ki and Reported PDB Codes206

Figure 20. Arg-Arg-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amidinobenzylamide 15 (orange)
in complex with furin (PDB: 6EQX)214 superimposed on the cyclic
inhibitor c [glutaryl-Arg-Arg-Lys]-Arg-4-amba 33 (green) in complex
with furin (PDB: 6HZA)206.
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the electron density map.229 Crystals of human furin in
complex with A8 solved to 1.9 Å (PDB: 5MIM) showed two
molecules of the inhibitor (referred to as A8a and A8b)
binding in a well-defined manner at the “northern rim” of the
catalytic cleft of furin. The first molecule A8a interferes directly
with the catalytic triad, where the second molecule of the

inhibitor A8b binds further “north” (Figure 23). Interestingly,
A8a is not interacting with residues at the S1 subsite. Its
guanidino-phenoxy moiety forms charged H-bonds to Asp153.
The guanidino group adopts a position usually occupied by
His194, and consequently, His194 and Ser368 are both
reoriented. Ser368, which usually engages in a H-bond to
His194, was found to exist in two alternative conformations
located at a loose H-bonding distance either to the side chain
of the oxyanion hole Asn295 or to the backbone oxygen of
Thr365. The other guanidio phenoxy group of A8a forms
charged H-bonds to Glu236 and Asp264 as well as a H-bond
to Tyr308 at the S4 site of furin (similar to interactions of P4
Arg in peptide-based inhibitors). The two phenyl rings and the
cyclohexane core of A8a cover a surface composed of Val231,
Leu227, and Trp254 at the bottom of the active site cleft,
offering hydrophobic interactions. The guanidino and the
guanidino phenylamino moiety on the central cyclohexane ring
are both solvent exposed and are not involved in any
interaction with furin. These parts are also flexible and hence
are not well-defined in the electron density map. The other
molecule of the inhibitor A8b is positioned on top of a planar
peptide stretch (Asp228-Glu230) and mediates van der Waals
interactions to this loop region. The only tight contact of A8b
to furin is mediated by its guanidino-phenyl-amino group
forming H-bonds to Asp228 and Asn192 at the “northern rim”
of S2. While binding of the inhibitor A8b at binding site 2 was
suggested to be weaker, as evident from its lower occupancy
(0.6 vs 1), cooperative binding cannot be excluded. Another
plausible explanation is that the second bound molecule A8b is

Figure 21. (A) Typical covalent inhibitors of serine proteases, DFP and PMSF, that are inactive against furin and the active CMK furin covalent
inhibitor 40. (B) The ternary complex of furin (surface display) with the CMK inhibitor 40 (stick display) and the antibody Nb14 (cartoon
display) (PDB: 5JMO)225. Catalytic domain and SP domain surfaces are shown in cyan and gold, respectively. (C) CMK covalent inhibitor 40 in
the catalytic site of furin showing His194 and Ser368 (cyan) forming hemiketal with the inhibitor (orange) and two H-bonds from the side chain of
Asn295 and the backbone of Ser368 NH stabilizing the oxyanion tetrahedral hemiketal intermediate.

Figure 22. General structures of the 2,5-dideoxystreptamine
derivatives, andrographolide diterpene derivative and the 4′-[p-
tolyl]-2,2 ′:6′,2″-terpyridine (TTP) metal complexes.59,226,227
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not a “real binder” and was just an artifact of the
crystallographic conditions.
Bis-guanidinophenyl Ether Derivatives. Bis-guanidino-

phenyl ether derivatives B1−B6 (Table 7) in which the
diguanidinocyclohexane scaffold of A1−A8 was replaced by
less polar linkers, such as propane, cyclohexane, or benzene,
were tested in cell-based assays.228 These less polar linkers
coupled with the lower overall basic character of these
inhibitors resulted in much lower furin inhibition in vitro
with potency in the micromolar range; the most potent
inhibitor featured a phenyl ring linker and had a Ki = 0.4 μM
(Table 7). Proteolytic processing of a chimeric substrate was
used to assess the effects of A1−A7 and B1−B6 derivatives in
the TGN, and inhibition of migration of HT1080 sarcoma cells
was used to determine furin-mediated activating cleavage of
matrix metalloproteinases within TGN.228 Inhibition of furin
activity in the endocytic pathway and on the cell surface was
assessed by measurement of Pseudomonas exotoxin A
cytotoxicity on CHO-DG44 cells and anthrax cytotoxicity on
macrophage RAW264.7 cells, respectively.228 Moreover, the
effect of the synthesized compounds on cell viability was also
studied in CHO and HT1080 cells. The findings of this study
emphasized the importance of synthesizing compartment
specific furin inhibitors and showed that the best correlation
between the in vitro Ki values and anti-furin cellular activity was
observed for furin functioning on the cell surface.228

Bis-amidinophenyl Ether Derivatives. Symmetrical
amidine-containing guanidinilated 2,5-dideoxystreptamines

and their nonguanidinilated cyclohexane, propane, or benzene
derivatives C1−C8 were reported for the treatment of cancer
(Table 8 and Figure 24).230,231 The amidine moiety is less
basic compared to guanidine, which may be beneficial in
improving the membrane permeability of the inhibitor, but on
the negative side, this may also contribute to the lower activity
of this series given that furin favors more basic substrates and
inhibitors. The most potent derivatives C1 showed Ki values of
2−20 nM. Additional halo, methyl, or amidine groups on the
aryl rings replacement of the phenyl by pyridyl or naphthyl
rings resulted in decreased activity (Table 8). Replacement of
the two guanidine groups on the cyclohexyl core by amino
groups resulted in loss of potency (Ki = 200−1000 nM).
In the bis-amidinophenyl ether compounds, a cyclohexyl

derivative with two amidine substituents on the aromatic ring
C7 was more potent (Ki = 1−5 μM) compared to the mono
amidine derivative. The activity of mono amidine derivatives
was further reduced by halo or methyl substituents or
replacement of the phenyl by pyridyl or naphthyl rings.
Replacement of the cyclohexyl ring by smaller cyclopentyl or
cyclobutyl rings resulted in reduced activity probably due to
the conformational restriction of the linker, consistent with the
notion that ethyl, propyl, or butyl linkers were equipotent to
the cyclohexyl linker. The C8 inhibitor with phenyl linker was
10 times more potent than its cyclohexyl counterpart C7.
Replacement of the ether oxygens by nitrogen seems to have
no effect on activity (data not shown). A recent computational
study suggested the use of diminazene C9, a bis-amidino-

Table 6. Guanidino Aryl Derivatives of the Diaryl 2,5-Dideoxystreptamine Derivatives A1−A7 and Their In Vitro Furin
Inhibition Constants and Cellular Effectsa

aKi for furin inhibition in vitro from Jiao et al.59 Other data were collected from Ramos et al.228 and represent approximate estimation from the
presented graphs in that paper.
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phenyl triazene antiparasitic derivative, as a competitive
inhibitor of furin (IC50 of 5.4 ± 0.1 μM).232 Diminazene
was well fitted within the S1 and S2 subsites of the substrate
binding pocket, adopting similar conformation to the P1 and
P2 residues of meta-guanidinomethyl-Phac-RVR-amba in its
crystal structure with furin (PDB: 5JXH) (Figure 24). Asp154,
Asp258, and Asp306 in furin were predicted to form three H-
bonds with amidine groups of diminazene and hydrophobic
interaction with His194, Leu227, and the backbone of Trp254,
and Asn295 may further stabilize its binding (Figure 24).
Amidinohydrazones and Bis-amidinohydrazones.

Amidinohydrazone D1 (Ki = 25.3 μM) was identified through
a high-throughput screening campaign (Figure 25).233 The
more potent bisamidinohydrazone D2 (Ki = 1.8 μM) was later
identified through screening of several compounds for furin
inhibition (Figure 26).209 Interestingly, D2 and several close
analogues were originally described as trypanocidal agents.234

While their reduced basicity was claimed to improve their PK
profile compared to guanidine and amidine-derived furin
inhibitors, hydrazones had several metabolic and chemical
stability concerns.209 Introducing basic moieties to address
additional acidic binding sites of furin, as in D3, improved the
potency of these compounds. Further modifications were later
described where p-hydroquinone, piperazine, and adipic acid
were used as linkers between the aromatic moieties D4−D6
(Figure 25).207 Ki values were in the micromolar range, and the
compounds were suggested to act through a mixed inhibition

mechanism. Docking studies revealed interaction with subsites
S1 and S4 (and possibly S5), but not with the S2 or S3 subsites
of furin.207 Moreover, the flexible adipic acid linker can reach
to subsite S2 of furin, and structure extension of the inhibitor
by a substituent with a positive charge was suggested to allow
the inhibitors to bind to subsite S2 more efficiently increasing
its affinity to furin.207 The linkers in bisamidinohydrazones
were hypothesized to form a sort of “arch” over the binding
site, and by attaching a shorter linker at meta- (or ortho-)
positions to amidinohydrazone groups, it may be possible to
achieve more efficient interaction between the inhibitor and
furin. A closely related series of bisamidinohydrazones were
recently reported featuring a 1,3-bisphenoxypropane spacer
exemplified by D7 and D8 (Figure 25).208 These compounds
were suggested to act through mixed inhibition, but their Ki
values were in the micromolar range.208

Phenylpyridinylmethylpiperidines and Piperazines. A
large series of substituted phenylpyridinylmethylpiperidines,
phenylpyridinylmethyl piperazines, and their analogs were
reported as furin inhibitors (Figures 26 and 27).235

Compounds were screened in a cell-free furin enzyme assay
as well as image-based platform to evaluate the inhibitory effect
of the compounds in a cell-based assay.235 Many of these
compounds showed nanomolar or even picomolar inhibitory
activity against furin in a cell-free assay and nanomolar to
micromolar inhibition in a cell-based assay. Eighteen selected
substituted phenylpyridinylmethylpiperidine derivatives (E1−

Figure 23. (A) Structure of the triaryl 2,5-dideoxystreptamine derivative A8. (B) Furin in complex with two molecules of A8, designated as A8a
(green) and A8b (yellow) (PDB: 5MIM) superimposed on its complex with the peptide-based inhibitor 1 (magenta) (PDB: 4RYD). A partially
transparent electrostatic surface around the ligands is shown. A8 is not interacting with deep S1 subsite normally occupied by P1 residue in 1. (C)
Interactions of A8a and A8b with the key amino acid residues of furin. 5MIM structure is overlaid on the enzyme in complex with inhibitor 1
(PDB: 4RYD) to show the reorientation of His194 and Ser368.
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E18) were additionally evaluated in a bleomycin-induced lung
fibrosis model. Preclinical pulmonary fibrosis was induced by a
single installation of bleomycin to the mouse lung to evaluate

compounds for their ability to inhibit TGF-β secretion (TGF-β
assay) and in a collagen deposition mode, also in a mouse lung
(hydroxyproline assay) (Table 9). Cellular toxicity was claimed
to be determined in parallel; however, no toxicity data were
included.
E2 was tested in the transepithelial electrical resistance

(TEER) assay, where it showed a concentration-dependent
reduction in amiloride-induced increase in transepithelial
resistance (Rte) when compared to controls. E2 was more
effective compared to the industry standards, camostat at the
same concentration and aprotinin at ∼10 μM. Moreover, E2
shows a concentration-dependent attenuation of absorptive
fluid transport when compared to negative controls. The
higher concentration of 3 μM attenuated total fluid volume
loss and rate of fluid loss by 50%. Camostat and aprotinin only
attenuated absorptive fluid transport by nearly 50% at the
highest concentration of each protease inhibitor tested. E2 at 3
μM and camostat at 50 μM had an equivalent inhibitory effect
(p < 0.05) on the amiloride-sensitive Rte Δ (while aprotinin
did not) with a chronic overnight treatment. This chemotype is
being developed by Boston Pharmaceuticals (BOS) for various
infectious diseases.
Interestingly, a recent report disclosed two orally active

derivatives namely E9 or BOS-318 and BOS-981 (structure
undisclosed) and an inhalable derivative BOS-857 (structure
undisclosed) that blocked S1/S2 cleavage in SARS-CoV-2,
without affecting the TMPRSS2 processing.236 Importantly,
short-term inhibition of furin did not cause significant side
effects in mice, despite the many physiological functions of
furin.236 BOS series of compounds appear to represent a
nontoxic, small-molecule class of inhibitors that can be
delivered orally or by inhalation. Therefore, further testing
for their antiviral effect against acute SARS-CoV-2 infection
either alone or in combination with TMPRSS2-inhibitors is

Table 7. Bis-guanidinophenyl Ether Inhibitors B1−B6 and Their In Vitro Furin Inhibition Constants and Cellular Activitiesa

aData were collected from Ramos et al.228

Table 8. Amidino Aryl Derivatives of Guanidinilated 2,5-
Dideoxystreptamine C1−C6230,231
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warranted. This novel class of furin inhibitors represents an
interesting starting point for additional medicinal chemistry
campaigns through ligand- and structure-based drug design
approaches. The BOS compounds contain several basic
moieties that would be positively charged at physiological
pH. Many of these groups are relatively weakly basic as
predicted from their calculated pKa values (Table 9), which
may partly explain the oral bioavailability of some analogues
from this series. The basic moieties in peptide and nonpeptide
furin inhibitors are important for binding to the extended
canyon-shaped substrate binding groove with several negatively
charged acidic residues. Surprisingly, many of the reported
BOS inhibitors contain carboxylic acid functionalities. This
may point to a different binding mode where the negatively
charged carboxylate anion of the inhibitors interacts with some
positively charged or H-bond-donor amino acids in the active
site of furin. The possible electronic repulsion with the
negatively charged amino acids in the substate binding site of
furin would exclude binding of the acid moiety to all the S1−
S6 subsites, except S3 where no acid residues are located
(Figure 5). A plausible binding mode would be the interaction
of the carboxylate anion with the positively charged basic
residues Arg193, Arg197, and His364 at the outer edge of the
S1′ subsite (Figure 28). Interestingly, in this binding mode, the
dichlorophenyl moiety of this chemotype occupies the
entrance of the deep S1 pocket, making interaction with
Ser368 and Asp306 through the two chlorine atoms, and the
central pyridine scaffold is occupying S3 subsite (Figure 28).
Another possibility is the interaction of the acid in the inhibitor
with Arg185 and/or Arg225 close to Asp228, where the second
molecule of the 2,5-dideoxystreptamine derivative A8 is
binding.
Miscellaneous Small-Molecule Furin Inhibitors. Sulco-

nazole F1 (Figure 29), a broad-spectrum antifungal agent, was
identified as a furin inhibitor through structure-based in silico

screening of about 8000 approved and investigational drugs.237

In Western blot analysis, sulconazole inhibited the cleavage of
the cell surface furin substrate membrane type 1-matrix
metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) that contains two furin
cleavage sites similar to those of the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein. Its small size and the lack of positively ionizable
groups distinguish this compound from other small-molecules
furin inhibitors. However, sulconazole was not tested in a
biochemical assay for furin inhibition, and thus no Ki value was
provided. A docking pose was proposed where the imidazole
ring could form a H-bond with Asp154, and the 4-
chlorophenyl and 2,4-dichlorophenyl moieties occupy the S1
and S3 subsites, respectively. Similarly, HIV protease
inhibitors, nelfinavir F2 and tipranavir F3 (Figure 29), were
suggested to inhibit furin proteolytic cleavage of hepcidin for
the treatment of anemia of chronic inflammation.238 A series of
1,3-oxazol-4-ylphosphonium salts containing variable electron
withdrawing or electron-donating groups at C2 and C5 were
recently described (Figure 29).239 The synthesized compounds
inactivated furin at the high micromolar range through
competitive, noncompetitive, or mixed inhibition. 2-(2,4-
Dichlorophenyl)-5-methylthio derivative F4 was the most
active (Ki = 1.57 μM).239 These compounds showed antiviral
activity against low-risk human papillomavirus 1 (HPV-1)
(IC50 = 1.7−9.6 μM) in a transient DNA replication assay and
low cytotoxicity in HEK293 cells compared to the clinically
used antiviral cidofovir.239

Finally, a fluorescent-based high-throughput biochemical
screen of 220,222 compounds identified 134 active compounds
as furin inhibitors (PubMed BioAssay AID: 463180 and
463182). A follow up confirmatory assay with 90 compounds
confirmed the activity of 9 compounds. Dose−response curve
confirmation assays identified two structurally related com-
pounds G1 and G2 with IC50 of 33.8 and 31.5 μM, respectively
(Figure 30). The small size, poor drug-like properties, and

Figure 24. (A) Bis-amidinophenyl ether compounds C7 and C8 and diminazene C9. (B) Docking pose of diminazene C9 (magenta) at furin
substrate binding site complex with meta-guanidinomethyl-Phac-RVR-amba (green) (PDB: 5JXH)74. Residues contributing to the binding of C9
are in yellow.
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geometrical isomerism make these compounds less interesting
from a medicinal chemistry point of view. Definitely, there is
still great need to identify novel potent drug-like small-
molecule inhibitors of furin.

■ FURIN CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
The first homology model of the catalytic domain of the
human furin and its interaction with model substrates was
published in 1994.55 This model was based on the crystal
structures of the bacterial subtilisin BPN′ and thermitase in
complex with the inhibitor eglin.55 About 9 years later, the
cocrystal structure of a truncated preparation of heterogeneous

glycosylated mouse furin ectodomain produced in CHO cells
in complex with the covalent inhibitor decanoyl-Arg-Val-Lys-
Arg-chloromethylketone (dec-RVKR-CMK) (PDB: 1P8J) was
the first solved eukaryotic PC structure.57 In 2014, the first
human furin cocrystals in complex with two competitive
noncovalent inhibitors Phac-RVR-4-amba (PDB: 4OMD) and
its meta-guanidinomethyl derivative (PDB: 4OMC) were
reported.60 Currently, there is a total of 24 X-ray crystal
structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) for the human furin
sequence (Uniprot Acc.: P09958), 23 of which were
determined by S. Dahms from the Than group, most of
them in complex with synthetic substrate-analogue inhibitors
from the Steinmetzer lab (Table 10). Analysis of these crystal
structures revealed that most of them are monomeric crystals
with resolution of ≤2 Å and three have hexameric quaternary
structures with resolution of >2 Å (PDB: 4RYD, 4OMC,
4OMD) and one is solved as a dimer with resolution of ≈2 Å
(PDB: 5JMO). Among these 24 structures, three entries
represent the unliganded apo furin structure (PDB: 4Z2A,85

5JXI and 5JXG74), one structure for furin in ternary complex
with an antibody and the CMK covalent inhibitor (PDB:
5JMO),225 and another cocrystal with the unique nonpeptide
small-molecule inhibitor 2,5-dideoxystreptamine derivative A8
(PDB: 5MIM).229 The remaining 19 furin cocrystals are all
bound to peptidomimetic inhibitors, 12 of which are noncyclic
and 7 are cyclic inhibitors with variable ring sizes. In three of
the cyclic inhibitors, electron density was clear for the entire

Figure 25. Structures of amidinohydrazone D1 and bisamidinohydrazones D2−D8.207−209,233

Figure 26. Structures of substituted pyridyloxy derivatives E1−E5
and pyrazinyloxy phenylpyridinyl methylpiperidine derivatives E6 and
E7.235
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inhibitor (PDB: 6HZA, 6HZB and 6HZD).206 In the other
cases, the structures could be determined only for the P6/P5−
P1 segments directly interacting with furin, probably due to the
high flexibility of their solvent exposed segments. The 4-
amidino methyl benzamide (4-amba) represents exclusively
the P1 residue in all the 19 peptidomimetic-based inhibitors
where Arg is featured as the P2 residue in almost all the
noncyclic inhibitors and Arg or Lys in the cyclic ones. P3 is
valine in the noncyclic derivatives except in 4-guanidinometh-
yl-Phac-R-Tle-R-4-amba 1 (PDB: 4RYD) and the four recently
solved canavanine containing inhibitors where it is the bulkier
Tle. The basic lysine represents P3 in the cyclic derivatives
except in PDB: 6HZC and 6HLE. P4 is almost exclusively Arg
except in PDB: 6EQV where the basic guanidine moiety of
arginine was replaced by the nonbasic urea to give citrulline or
in the recently reported crystal structures featuring canavanine
(PDB: 6YD3, 6YD4, and 6YD2). For P5, basic arginine was
found in most of the structures, except for 4-aminomethyl or 3
or 4-guanidinomethyl substituted phenylacetyl (Phac) in 9
structures and the nonbasic Phac in 2 structures and the

decanoyl in the CMK-based covalent inhibitor in (PDB:
5JMO). P6 was featured in all the cyclic structures and in only
one noncyclic structure (6EQX). P6 is mostly Arg, except in
three cocrystal structures. Finally, P7 is found in only one
cyclic structure (PDB: 6HLB).
We aligned all the crystal structures and generated a pairwise

RMSD matrix with an average of 0.294 Å for the α carbons of
the common 465 residues (Supplemental Figure 3). While
almost all the structures had an interstructure RMSD of <0.5,
only the unliganded crystal (PDB: 4Z2A) showed an RMSD >
0.5. It is worth mentioning that all the 24 crystal structures
represent the glycosylated soluble form of the wild-type furin
with the exception of the 1.89 Å crystal of the unglycosylated
apo-furin (PDB: 4Z2A) that contains a glycosylation site
double-mutant N387D and N440D.85 Nevertheless, the PDB:
4Z2A crystal structure superimposes well with the recently
reported apo, glycosylated structure (PDB: 5JXG). Several
residues located on the surface displayed an RMSD > 1.0 Å.
This includes Tyr110 at the N-terminal and residues 125−127,
188, 189, and 405 in the catalytic domain and 440 and 558 in
the P domain. While these differences are likely to be due to
crystal packing, the catalytic triad residue His194 showed
obvious rotameric differences (rotation by about 120°) similar
to those seen in a furin cocrystal with the 2,5-dideoxystrept-
amine derivative (PDB: 5MIM).85 Previous X-ray crystallog-
raphy and molecular modeling studies suggested activation of
furin by a substrate-induced mechanism and highlighted the
role of calcium in furin’s catalytic activity.74 Comparison of
unliganded (PDB: 5JXG) and inhibitor-bound furin (PDB:
5JXH) revealed subtle conformational differences at or around
the catalytic residues His194, Ser368, the oxyanion hole
Asn295, Na+ binding site (Thr309 and Ser316), as well as
alignment template residues in direct contact with the inhibitor
(Ser253-Pro256) (Figure 31 and Supplemental Figure 4). In
the unliganded structure of furin (PDB: 5JXG), the side chain
of Ser368 is rotated 180° away from the S1 pocket disrupting
the essential H-bond to His194, altering the interaction
geometry of the catalytic triad and thus disabling substrate
processing. In the ligand bound state, the side chain of Ser368
is properly positioned for nucleophilic attack at the scissile
peptide bond. The H-bond between Ser253-OH and the
backbone O of Ser368 appears to facilitate the reorientation of
Ser368 in liganded furin (Figure 31).74 The rotameric state of
Asn295 seems to be identical in the unliganded and the ligand-
bound forms as long as Ca2+(II) is bound (Figure 31). Asn295
consequently influences the active-site geometry, explaining
the strict calcium dependence of furin and other PCs.
A specific conformation of the aligned template residues

(Ser253-Pro256) needs to be adopted in the ligand bound
state of furin to enable its characteristic β-sheet-like interaction
pattern at Gly255 and recognition of P1 side chain (Figure
31).74 This will avoid steric clashes between ligand and the
enzyme at P1 and P4. In the unliganded furin structure, the
catalytic residues and the substrate-binding region adopt an
inactive conformation referred to as “off state”.74 Upon binding
of the substrates or canonical inhibitors, the enzyme switches
to a catalytically active “on state” conformation.74 Removal of
Ca2+ at the binding site II by EDTA changes the rotamer state
of the oxyanion hole Asn295 (PDB: 5JXI and 5JXJ) (Figure
32).74 Moreover, in the unliganded Ca removed structure, the
sodium ion is in the preferred octahedral coordination state by
the backbone oxygens of Thr309, Ser311, and Thr314, the
hydroxyls of Thr314 and Ser316, as well as a water molecule.74

Figure 27. Structures of substituted pyrimidinyloxy phenylpyridinyl
methylpiperidine derivatives E8−E18.235
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The coordination changes to a tetragonal-pyramidal geometry
upon ligand binding, whereupon the side-chain rotations of
Ser316 and Thr309 result in breakage of the coordinate bond
to the sodium ion and loss of the H-bond between these
residues.74 This suggests a switch from a lower (unliganded) to
a higher (liganded) energy state. All these crystal structures
provide an excellent opportunity for both structure and ligand-
based drug discovery campaigns.

■ FURIN INHIBITORS IN CLINICAL TRIALS
Despite evidence of in vivo efficacy and safety in preclinical
studies, no small-molecule furin inhibitor is currently in clinical
development (Table S1). Furin knockdown for the generation
of an autologous cancer vaccine, where cancer cells sampled
from a patient’s tumor are genetically modified and reinjected,

represents the most advanced application (8 clinical trials out
of 17 related to furin). Using a bifunctional shRNA, furin
knockdown, and GM-CSF augmented (FANG) cancer vaccine

Table 9. pIC50 and pX50 of E1−E18 against Furin in Cell-Free and Cell-Based In Vitro and Their Effects on Mouse Lung TGF-β
and Hydroxyproline Content in the Bleomycin-Induced Lung Fibrosis Mouse Model235

compound
furin enzyme

pIC50

cell-based furin
inhibition pXC50

dose (mg/kg), route,
frequency

% inhibition of total TGF-β
in lunga

% inhibition of
hydroxyproline in lunga

calculated
pKa

b

E1 8.7 6.9 10, IP, twice 43* 16 8.21
E2 9.6 7.6 10, IP, twice 69* 67* 7.51
E3 8.3 7.6 30, oral, once 41* 45* 8.53
E4 9.1 8.5 10, IP, once 60* 56* 7.39
E5 9.1 7.6 10, IP, once 67* 39* 7.51
E6 8.7 7.3 10, oral, once 22 4 7.97
E7 8.8 7.7 30, oral, once 26* 21* 8.36
E8 8.6 7.6 10, oral, once −11 6 7.79
E9 BOS-318 9.1 7.8 10, oral, once 66* 46* 7.81
E10 9.0 8.2 30, oral, once 34* 36* 8.31
E11 8.9 7.7 30, oral, once 36* 34* 7.49
E12 9.1 8.0 10, oral, once 81* 54* 7.82
E13 8.6 7.6 10, oral, once 40* −1 7.03
E14 9.2 7.7 10, oral, once 23* 16* 7.32
E15 8.9 7.6 10, oral, once 31* 11 7.17
E16 9.8 8.0 10, IP, twice 86* 60* 7.24
E17 9.3 8.3 10, oral, once 75* 62* 7.61
E18 9.8 7.5 30, oral, once 7 −14 7.23

a% Inhibition is reported relative to levels induced by bleomycin in vehicle treated animals (*p < 0.05 (t test)). bCalculated using MOE software.

Figure 28. Docking pose of E2 (magenta) at furin substrate binding
site in complex with 1 (green) (PDB: 4RYD)212. The acid moiety of
E2 is interacting with basic amino acids Arg193, Arg197, and His364
(orange) at the outer edge of the S1′ subsite.

Figure 29. Structures of F1−F4.237−239

Figure 30. Structures of furin inhibitors identified in high-throughput
screening assays.
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was thought to induce an antitumoral response.210 GM-CSF
expression enhances the recruitment of dendritic cells and
further primes T-cells to raise an antitumoral response.210

Overexpression of TGF-β by cancer cells appears to mediate
immunosuppressive properties and counteracts the GM-CSF-
mediated response.210 Safety of FANG vaccine was demon-
strated in a Phase I clinical trial (NCT01061840), and both
short-term immune response and long-term follow-up suggest
a favorable safety profile and higher survival rate, almost
doubling the survival median. Several Phase II clinical trials of
the FANG vaccine to fully assess vaccine efficacy and safety,
notably in melanoma, colorectal, and gynecological cancers, are
ongoing.240 A Phase III trial (NCT03495921) was initiated in
2018 to evaluate the autologous vaccine in Ewing sarcoma and
connective and soft tissue neoplasms. Other furin-related
clinical trials involve measurement of the level of antibodies to
recombinant furin to assess the safety of several therapeutic
interventions in hematological disorders including recombi-
nant von Willebrand Factor (r-VWF) or r-FIX in von
Willebrand Disease and Hemophilia B (Supplemental Table

1). Clinical trial NCT04550338 describes the repurposing of
tranexamic acid as an antiviral agent against SARS-CoV-2
based on its inhibitory effect on the formation of the
endogenous protease plasmin. Plasmin was proposed to act
on SARS-CoV-2 by cleaving the furin cleavage site in the S
protein portion of the virus, resulting in increased infectivity
and virulence.

■ SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Since its discovery, isolation, and characterization in the 1980s,
furin has become an attractive target for the treatment of
various infectious and non-infectious diseases and conditions
given its regulatory function on numerous bacterial and viral as
well as mammalian targets. The discovery of a furin cleavage
site in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 virus peaked interest
in research on this enzyme due to its potential role in the
infectivity and virulence of the virus in the ongoing pandemic.
The availability of several peptide and nonpeptide inhibitors
served to implicate its role in blocking the activation of
bacterial toxins, the maturation of viral proteins, and the

Table 10. Select Properties of Human Furin Crystal Structures in the Protein Data Bank

PDB ID resolution state
4°

structure ligand remarks refs

6YD7 1.8 cocrystal monomer 4-guanidinomethyl-phenylacetyl-
Arg-Tle-Canv-4-amba

less basic canavanine as P2 and/or P4 residue 205

6YD3 2.0 cocrystal monomer 4-guanidinomethyl-phenylacetyl-
Canv-Tle-Arg-4-amba

6YD4 1.7 cocrystal monomer 4-guanidinomethyl-phenylacetyl-
Canv-Tle-Canv-4-amba

6YD2 1.8 cocrystal monomer 4-aminomethyl-phenylacetyl-
Canv-Tle-Arg-4-amba

4Z2A 1.89 unglycosylated
apo

monomer none the only nonglycosylated structure his194 is rotated 85

6HZA 1.9 cocrystal monomer c[glutaryl-Arg-Arg-Lys]-Arg-4-
amba

the structure was determined for the whole inhibitor; the
cyclization linker is solvent exposed

206

6HZB 1.9 cocrystal monomer c[glutaryl-Arg-Arg-Lys]-Lys-4-
amba

6HZD 1.9 cocrystal monomer c[glutaryl-Arg-Arg-Arg-Lys]-Arg-
4-amba

6HZC 1.9 cocrystal monomer c[glutaryl-BVK-Lys-Arg-Arg-Tle-
Lys]-4-Amba

ligand structure could be determined only for the P6/P5-P1
segment

6HLB 2.0 cocrystal monomer c[succinyl-Phe-2-Nal-(Arg)4-
Lys]-Arg-4-amba

6HLD 2.1 cocrystal monomer c[succinyl-Phe-2-Nal-(Arg)3-
Lys]-Lys-4-amba

6HLE 1.994 cocrystal monomer P6-P2-cyclized peptide H-Lys-
Arg-Arg-Tle-Lys-4-amba

6EQV 1.895 cocrystal monomer Phac-Cit-Val-Arg-4-amba the significance of the H-bond network at S4 214
6EQW 1.994 cocrystal monomer 4-aminomethyl-phenylacetyl-Arg-

Val-Arg-Amba
importance of extended basic groups at P5

6EQX 1.994 cocrystal monomer Arg-Arg-Arg-Val-Arg-Amba elongated inhibitor adopted turn-like structure
5MIM 1.9 cocrystal monomer 2,5-dideoxystreptamine derived

small-molecule inhibitor
the only nonpeptide based crystallized inhibitor; His194 is
rotated

229

5JMO 1.998 cocrystal dimer antibody Nb14 and chloromethyl
ketone covalent inhibitor

furin antibody is binding away from the substrate binding
site; the covalent inhibitor binds the catalytic triad

225

5JXG 1.8 unliganded apo monomer none role of Ca2+ in furin’s catalytic activity; activation by substrate
induced mechanism

74
5JXH 2 cocrystal monomer 3-guanidinomethyl-Phac-Arg-Val-

Arg-4-amba
5JXI 2 unliganded apo

(EDTA)
monomer none

5JXJ 2 cocrystal
(EDTA)

monomer 3-guanidinomethyl-Phac-Arg-Val-
Arg-4-amba

4RYD 2.15 cocrystal hexamer 4-guanidinomethyl-Phac-Arg-
Tle-Arg-4-amba

the most potent furin inhibitor to date 212

4OMC 2 cocrystal hexamer 3-guanidinomethyl-Phac-Arg-Val-
Arg-4-amba

importance of basic groups at P5 60

4OMD 2.1 cocrystal hexamer Phac-Arg-Val-Arg-4-amba
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suppression of tumor growth in vitro. Despite promising results
in animal models, only a limited number of clinical trials in
humans have been initiated and were based exclusively on furin
knockdown using autologous vaccines for cancer treatment.
Challenges related to the ubiquitous expression of furin and its
redundancy with other related PC family members call for
more efforts to achieve selective inhibition of this enzyme to

limit unwanted side effects especially with long-term use.
Nevertheless, short-term systemic treatment with furin
inhibitors in model systems seem well tolerated. Local
applications for bacterial and viral infections may also
represent a more feasible and safe option. The difficulty
associated with developing peptide-based furin inhibitors into
clinical candidates make nonpeptide small-molecule inhibitors
more attractive due to their favorable drug likeness profiles.
The availability of more than 20 high quality X-ray crystal
structures opens the door wide for vast opportunities in the
development of clinical candidates by providing useful
information about the pharmacophoric and structural require-
ments of potential inhibitors for various structure and ligand-
based drug discovery campaigns. The recent discovery of
nonpeptide drug-like small-molecule chemotypes exemplified
by the BOS compounds represents an interesting starting point
and encourages the quest for more novel inhibitors. A deeper
understanding of the contribution of individual PC family
members in proteolytic protein processing and the study of the
possibility of developing resistance to proteolytic cleavage by
furin in cancer cells or pathogens would pave the way for the
successful clinical use of furin inhibitors and might also suggest
additional targets or indications for therapeutic intervention.
Collectively, while the route to a successful therapeutic
application of furin inhibitors may not be that straightforward,
it is certainly a promising approach that deserves to be further
pursued.
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Figure 31. 3D alignment of unliganded (PDB: 5JXG,74 gray) and
liganded furin (5JXH,74 orange). Residues are shown in stick
rendering. The ligand is shown in green.

Figure 32. Alignment of the residues of the catalytic triad (Asp153,
His194, and Ser368) and the oxyanion hole (Asn295) from 24 crystal
structures of human furin. The residues are in gray except for 5JXG:
unliganded furin (gold), 5JXI: unliganded furin in the presence of
EDTA (cyan), 5JXJ: furin in complex with 3-guanidinomethyl-Phac-
RVR-4-amba in the presence of EDTA (magenta), 5MIM: furin in
complex with 2,5-dideoxystreptamine derivative A8 (green), and
4Z2A: unglycosylated unliganded furin (orange). Hydrogen atoms
were removed for clarity.
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■ ABBREVIATIONS USED

A, active domain; ACE2, angiotensin converting enzyme 2;
ADAM, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase; AEBSF, 4-(2-
aminoethyl)benzensulfonyl fluoride; Aoc, aminooctanoyl;
ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; ATR, anthrax
toxin receptor; B, binding domain; BMP-1, bone morphoge-
netic protein 1; BMP-6, bone morphogenetic protein 6; BMP-
9, bone morphogenetic protein 9; BOS, Boston Pharmaceut-
icals; COVID-19, corona virus disease 2019; CKII, casein
kinase II; CRD, cysteine-rich domain; DDP4, dipeptidyl-
peptidase 4; DFP, diisopropylfluorophosphate; DT, diphtheria
toxins; EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; EF, edema
factor; ENaC-α, epithelial sodium channel alpha; ER,
endoplasmic reticulum; FCS, furin cleavage site; FP, fusion
peptide; FRET, fluorescent resonance energy transfer; FUR,
FES upstream region; Furin DB, Furin database; GalNAc, N-
acetylgalactosamine; gp120, glycoprotein 120; gp160, glyco-
protein 160; gp41, glycoprotein 41; HAMP, hepcidin
antimicrobial peptide; HAT, human airway trypsin-like
protease; HIV-1, human immunodeficiency virus-1; hAOs,
human airway organoids; IBS, Illustrator for Biological
Sequences; IC, intracellular domain; ICU, intensive care
unit; IFITM, interferon-induced transmembrane; IL-6, inter-

leukin 6; i.p., intraperitoneal; LF, lethal factor; MERS-CoV,
Middle-East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; MMPs, matrix
metalloproteinases; MLV, murine leukemia virus; MOE,
molecular operating environment; MT1-MMP, membrane
type 1-matrix metalloproteinase; NTD, N-terminal domain;
PA, protective antigen; PA20, 20 kDa PA; PA63, 63 kDa PA;
PACE, paired basic amino acid residue-cleaving enzyme; PC,
proprotein convertase; PCSK3, proprotein convertase sub-
tilisin/kexin 3; PCSK9, proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin
type 9 serine protease; PDB, protein data bank; PEA,
Pseudomonas exotoxin A; PK, pharmacokinetics; PLpro,
papain-like protease; PMSF, phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride;
RAAS, renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system; RBD, receptor
binding domain; RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase;
RMSD, root-mean-square deviation; RSV, respiratory syncytial
virus; Rte, transepithelial resistance; RVKR-CMK, Arg-Val-Lys-
Arg-chloromethyl ketone; S, spike protein; SARS-CoV, severe
acute respiratory syndrome corona virus; SARS-CoV-2, severe
acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2; SFTI-1, sunflower
trypsin inhibitor-1; SFV, Semliki Forest virus; siRNA, small
interfering RNA; ST, shiga toxin; ST-1, shiga-like toxin-1; S1P,
site-1 protease; TGF-β, transforming growth factor-β; TGN,
trans-Golgi network; TIMPs, tissue inhibitors of metal-
loproteinases; Tle, tert-leucine; TM, transmembrane domain;
TMPRSS2, surface serine protease; TTP, 4′-[p-tolyl]-2,2
′:6′,2″-terpyridine; VSV, vesicular stomatitis virus; 3CLpro,
3-chymotrypsin-like protease; 4-amba, 4-amidino-benzylamide;
PLpro, papain-like protease
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